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Could Include Hostage Custody Transfer

Iranians May Announce
New Steps In Crisis Soon
By The Associated Press
The Iranian government may announce new steps in the hostage crisis
as early as tonight, perhaps including
transfer of the 50 Americans to government custody, a F'oreigu Ministry
spokesman said.
At the same time, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini attacked the United States
for what he called threats of military
force to free the American hostages."It
was all words," he said of the U.S.
stance. "Even now it is all just words.
Never be afraid of such words because
they are not followed by action," he
said in a Tehran Radio broadcast,
monitored in London.
He also condernmned the Soviet
Union's intervention in Afghanistan
and predicted the Russians would
"eventually be defeated," saying no
power can impose its will on the world.
A Foreign Ministry spokesman contacted by a Western journalist in
Tehran said the subject of a hostage
transfer was taken up by the ruling
Revolutionary Council and that President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr would
discuss the matter tonight with Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary leader who.
would have the final word.
The student militants holding the hostages at the U.S. Embassy have rejected previous demands to turn them
over to the government.
CBS reported that the council had
decided Sunday night, by a vote of 7 to 6
to get the Americans transferred ,to
government custody and presumably
use force if the militants balk. But
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he made the day before, that "no
tehran officials denied any decision
message such as the one reported from
was reached.
Tehran had been sent by the'Vresident
The Foreign Ministry spokesman toor any other American official to any
day said aunouncenient of a decision on
Iranian official."
the transfer may be made after
tonight's council meeting. Earlier he
"That statement is in fact accurate,"
said Bani-Sadr is expected to make an ...added Powell, who spoke to reporters in
iruporant statement on the hostage
Madison, Wis., during a brief visit prior
issue and U.S. President Carter's latest
to Tuesday's Wisconsin presidential
messages at Tuesday celebrations of
primary.
the Iranian republic's first anniverHe gave no information on the consary.
tents of either of Carter's messages.
The report of the council's deliberaBut the-Wei York Times reported that
tions on the hostage transfer came after
one U.S. offitial in Washington said the
a White House spokesman said Presimessages were toughly worded warndent Carter sent messages last week to
ings of retaliatory measures planned by
Bani-Sadr but denied a report from
the 'United States unless the hostages
Tehran that the White.House admitted
were freed. The Times also reported
making mistakes in its policies toward
from Tehran that Bani-Sadr said Carter
Iran.
sent him "an ultimatum."
Presidential press secretary Jody
Powell was forced to make the admission after the Swiss government 'confirmed that its ambassador in Tehran
had delivered two messages from
Carter to Bani-Sadr, early last week
and on Sunday. But Powell insisted that
By SY RAMSEY
his denraT ofthe—Iranian-annotineement--- _
Associated Press Writer
of the first message was, accurate
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The 1980
because of the Way he phrased it.
General Assembly, unable to meet its
Radio Tehran announced Saturday
deadline for passage of bills by Saturthat Carter sent a message to Ayatollah
day, was to reconvene today to tie. up
Ruhollah Khomeini, the leader of the
the loose ends.
Iranian revolutionary regime, saying
The House adjourned first Saturday
the Carter administration "inherited a
night after hectic final hours, while the
very sensitive international situation
Senate,,which had the most important
which is the result of other policies and
late legislation, stayed in session until
circumstances and made all of us commidnight before it quit.
mit mistakes in the past."
But the Senate ended its business by
Powell on Sunday repeated the denial
recommitting a few remaining House

•te

listeners.
Located in the Land Between the
Lakes in Lyon County just north of the
Trigg County Line, the new tower and
transmitter facilities has more than
tripled the number of Kentuckians, as
well as people within about 75‘miles of
the site in adjacent states to hear prograinming at 91.3 on the FM dial.
Operating with a full-time profes..
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POWER BOOST — Dedication ceremonies were held Sunday in the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery for the power boost from 13,000 watts to 100,000 of
WKMS-FM, Murray State University's fine arts station. On hand for the
ceremonies were (from left) Bruce Smith, general manager of WKMS-FM;
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, MSU president; Len Press, executive director of
KIT: Ted Eldredge, president of Public Radio in Mid-America; Virginia Fox,
president of the Southern Educational Communication Association; and
Don Hays, chairman of the WKMS Community Advisory Board.
/qv*
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Cooper To Assume
Presidency Of KPHA
Hewlett Cooper of Murray, regional
health educator with the Kentucky
Bureau for Health Services, will
assume the presidency of the Kentucky
Public Health Association at the conclusion of the association's annual convention being held in Louisville this week.

ith

as.

Cooper., has bachelor's and master's
degrees from Murray State University.

sional staff of seven and more than a
dozen student employees and
volunteers. WKMS is funded by MSU.
Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
contributions from listeners and
businesses and grant funds.
WKMS, the only public radio station
in west Kentucky, broadcasts a diversified schedule of fine arts programs.
including classical music, jazz, news
and public affairs, children's programs, comedy, opera and drama. The
station provides program alternatives
for the people of the region.
WKMS is affiliated with the National
Public Radio .t NPR Network which
provides such programs as -All Things
Considered," "Morning Edition,'
"Spider's Web," "Radio Reader" ant,
many special events.
The station is also a part of the NPIt
satellite distribution system which connects all of its non-commercial radi(,
stations. The system is the first
American radio network capable of
transmissions Of high fidelity, live
stereo sound,from all over the-world.
WKMS-FM was established at MSU
in May 1970. In November 1978, the station was awarded a $150,000 facilities
grant by the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare for the purpos,
of increasing its power ,from 13,000 t100,000 watts and upgrading its studi
facilities to state of the art.
Listeners may obtain program information by writing WKMS-FM.Box 322;"
University Station, Murray, Ky. 4207.
or by calling (502)762-4359,
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partly cloudy
and colder

Cooper is presently serving as
president-elect of that organization
which has a membership of around
1,000. His position put him in charge of
preparing the program for this convention.
The convention theme will be
"Preventive Health — Resource Efficiency." The two keynote speakers will
be Dr. Elizabeth McMahan, dean of the
School of Graduate Studies of East Tennessee State University, ancillRobeet
Johnson, preaident of Appalachian
Regional Hospitals Inc. of Lexington!

—

OPEN HOUSE — The new Calloway County Midi • School held
its open house Sunday afternoon. The facility,
located behind Calloway High, opened in earls jai Jars to start the spring
semester. Currently, 525 seventh and
eighth graders are enrolled in the school. Buildin, features include
16 classrooms, a gymnasium, two special
education rooms, a music room with two practic, areas, library, industrial
arts room, audio visual room, conference room and some multi-purpos • rooms. Refr, shrnents were served
in the cafeteria and the band performed
in the gym. Pictured are a classroom (left) and famil and friends taking
a guided tour of the tacilits. Architects and
enegineers for the building were Gitigles and Han Is Co. and the general
contractors was the Hal Wright Construction Co. Roy Cothran is principal o
e 501001
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Assembly To Tie Up Loose Ends

Power Boost Ceremonies Held
Dedication ceremonies were • held
Sunday for WKMS-FM, the fine arts
station of Murray State University
which has recently boosted its power
from 13,000 to 100,000 watts. --The ceremonies included a, live
broadcast and concert in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery. During the. broadcast, dignitaries from several public
radio associations spoke to the
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Partly cloudy and colder
tonight,lows in the mid 30s. Partly sunny and warmer Tuesday.
highs in the low to mid 60s.
Extended Forecast
Rain likely Wednesday and
Thursday, ending Friday. Near
normal temperatures throughout
the per-Md.-Highs in the upper 50s
to mid 60s. Lows mainly in the
40s.
—*KatCo:4
•
)
-U.
He also holds a master's degree from
the University of Michigan. He has
worked for the Bureau for 23 years.
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bills to committee, effectively killing
them for the session.
Among the unfinished business in the
House is the apparent revival of the
auto-title bill, which earlier appeared to
have been killed.
That
administration-supported
measure — which would take effect in a
couple of years and carries no appropriation — is designed to keep Kentucky from being a dumping ground for
stolen.vehicles.
Proponents, who had a chance to
catch their breath during the weekend,
predicted it would win House approval
and be sent on its way to eventual
passage.
A late-night effort in the Senate to
revive the so-called broad-form deed
, sailed when Sen. Benny Ray Bailey,
ndman, failed tcget the required
..apart fa: the measure frem a corninittee.
The up again, down again life of the
bill in the Senate was shortened Friday
night uhen the Rules Committee
recommitted it to the Judiciary-Statues
Committee. A day before, Bailey had
succeeded in wresting the bill from the
Judiciary-Statutes panel.
Another bill received a more
favorable response from the Senate.
The measure allows a physiCian to
prescribe Laetrile for a terminally ill
patient. It also permits the sale and
distribution of the drug.
Another House development that stirred controversy and surprise was the
attempt, to piggyback the so-called
"scientific creationism" law onto a bill
dealing with public school entrance

ages as an am
The amenai nt. 1,4.sned avidly by
Rep: Claudia
0-Louisville,
would require(
ILA teach evolution to also teact ic Lo1i f that there is
a scienfific basl f th Biblical account'of creatio
It passed the r; .:se #':-1 few votes in
the waning hou
then tied when the
House figural,out the baby
•

with the bathwater by killing the
measure to which it was attached.
But the major action was in the
Senate — the adrninstration's budget
and the administration's version of
workmen's compensation revision.
Both passed without real trouble,
although debate on the workmen's compensation issue droned on for nearly
four boars.

SPELLING BEE — Tommy Brown (left), local manager of the Murray
Theatres, presents a $50 check and a new dictionary to Lisa Holsapple, a
sixth grader at Southwest Elementary, winner of the city-county spelling
bee. The event, sponsored by the theatres, was held Saturday at the
Calloway County Middle School library. Students from the city and county
schools participated. Looking on are third-place winner Roger Tucker, a
seventh grader at Calloway Middle and winner of $15, and second-place
winner Melissa Manning, an eighth grader at Calloway Middle and winner
of $25. The event is held annually.

CCHS, MHS Compete In Contest

Local Choruses Receive Superiors
The mixed choruses from Calloway
County High School and Murray High
each received the highest possible
rating at the annual Kentucky Music
Education Association Contest held
March 29 at Murray State University.
In earning the superior marks. the
Calloway chorus, under the direction of
Lavaughn R. Wells, performed -Ave
Verum," by Mozart and "Incline Thine
Ear, 0 Lord," by Bach. The Murray
group performed "0 Eyes Of My Beloved," by Di Lasso; "Not Unto Us, 0
Lord," by Byrd; and •'My Heart Is Offered Still To You," by Di Losso. Mur-

ray's director is Joan Bowker.
Judges in the cabtest were Viva
Wallace, Christian County High School;
Dr. Richard Farrell, retired MSU
music professor; and Kay Bates, MSU.
Other schools participating in the
contest were Lone Oak, Mayfield, Crit-tendon County, Webster County and
Russellville.
The Calloway mixed chorus will per-

form in You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown, May 1 and 2 in the CCHS
cafeteria and in the high school spring
concert May 11, also scheduled in the
school cafeteria.
PAL performances of the chorus include.1 the Yuletide Song F'easte, the
First District Choral Festival, the
KMEA Solo and Ensemble Contest and
the Quad-State Choral Festival.

British Royal
Band To Give
Concert Friday
Everything from songs of the Beatles
to popular John Philip Sousa marches
will be presented in h-special concert by
the Band of the British Royal Green
Jackets Brigade at 8 p.m. Friday, April'
4, in Lovett Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University.
The concert, jointly sponsored by
MSU and the Murray Civita Music
'Association, is free and open to the
MIXED CHORUS — Members of the Calloway County High School
public.
Mixed
Chorus earned a superior rating at the Kentucky Musk Education
Conducted by Sgt. Maj. Don
Donaldson, the 45 colorfully uniformed
Association contest March 29. Members of the chorus include (from
left,
musicians will perform a variety of
first row) Lavaughn Wells, director; Cindy Brandon, secretary;
Darvin
British and American band music. In
Stom, president; and Angela Manning, vice president and
accompanist.
addition, a battery of 15 buglers will
(Second row) Cindy Massey, Danny Garland, Mark Willie, lim
Dugger, Linpresent traditional British military
da Hicks, Teresa Hurst, Karen Henningan and Fredia Mud.
(Third row)
flourishes with accempaniment by 28
Sarah Elkins, Tonya McCuiston, Anita Vance, Janice Chaney,
Karl Strode,
sking musicians.
Mark Roberts, Jo .Anne Green, Tereas Jones and Anita
Underhill, acAccording to Dr. Constantine W. CurCompanist.
(Fourth row) Shelia Rutland, Anne Courtney, Barbara
ds, MSU president, the concert was arMathes,
-Patricia Pogue, Melissa Brinkley, Marsha Tidwell, Anita Smith,
-T.OTILtIkkAS'14.And
Clarissa
144CMAJO
_ Thom,4Teretrivittrand-A•rtitar
press appreciation to those who have
likiert-viefured .areltatity-Oortten,
Delbert Wakeland, David Martin, Kim Farley, Anne Sarile.
supported local musical activities this
Vic. Staky and
past season,
Jean Anderson.
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Happenings In The Community
Monday,March 31
Calloway County 4-H Council will sponsor a 4-H Speech
and Demonstration Workshop
at 7 p.m. at the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank.
day to drop
Today is
week classes with a
reg
at Murray State
WP or
UMè$ty. Advance registraon wi begin for 1980 summer sessions and fall
semester at Student Center.
Thru Thur.
‘7:15,9 10

Cenisto C 6 • 753-3314

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.
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Recovery, Inc., will meet at
: i p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.

DAUGli
eddmVelt
IN; IP_

•

Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church.
Baptist Men of Sinking Spring Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Seven Seas with the
Rev. Terry Sills to present the
program.

* Mertin Mull
* Tuesilay Weld

R

Monday,March 31
Murray Affiliate of the National Hairdressers will have
a workshop directed by Sheri
Coppage of the Bluegrass Hair
Fashion Committee at the
Beauty Box, Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray. from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. This is free to
Murray members but a fee of
85 will be charged for non
members.

Thru Thur
J7:10,9706
See his
beim hems yea
McGtErEEN

Tennis tournament, sponsoreciby Housing Programming Council, for coed tennis
teams will be held. Entry fee
will be $1 with trophies to go
for first and second place winners. For information call 7623811.

--

MIHORN

Ends Soone7th Week
Murray State University
Racer Baseball Team will
play North Dakota at I p.m.
and Brown at 3 p.m. at
Reagan Field, MSU.
----The Hobbit" will be
presented by the Hutsah Puppet Theatre at 7:30 p.m. at the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State University. Admission will be 81 or free to
E
students with I.D.

Ends Soon•Ord Week
lames'Coon
morsno Mason

Meeting of Democrats in
Calloway County will be held
at 7 p.m. in the circuit court
room of the Calloway County
Court House.

Chestnut SI •75)-3314

Opening Thar. Apr. 3
FREE SHOW
EV011'1007'
LOVES
A WINNEN

'COACH'
H way 121 S •253-3311

Kentucky Music Educators
Band and Orchestra Festival
will be held all day at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILv DEPT STORE

STYLED FOR LOONS...
SPRIIIG 11111I EASTER

h
ar

NEW COLORS:
•Matte
•Black Shiny_
*Beige Multi Kid
'Taupe Shiny
*Camel Kid
Camel Shiny
••

,

Keep in step with new dress-up looks. Our Springlaster
shoe collection is a-bloom with great styles. Med. 8.
Wide Widths.

REVIVAL
IN PROGRESS
Oak Grove
Baptist Church
Bro. Harold Greenfield
Evangelist
7:30 Nightly
EVERYONE WELCOME.

K

.Joe B. Bagwell Pastor
I.

s._

.10;75rTamilton,

THE

steP
SHOES

tuesday, April 1
Tuesday,April 1
Open meeting for those inGroups of First Baptist
terested in issue on "Criminal
Women will meet as
Justice: Justice or Injustice?" Church
follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Noffsinger at 10 a.m.
Fellowship Hall, First Hugh
Bea Walker with Mrs.
Presbyterian Church. The and
Paul Mansfield at 7:30 p.m.
public is invited.
Delta Department of MurCountryside Homemakers
Wornan's,Club will meet
ray
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
Black's Decorating Center for at 7 p.m.at the club house with
the program to be by Dr:
a special program.
Janice Hooks.
' Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Dr.
Catholic Church will meet at nuclear -scientist and active
12:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
churchman, will speak at 3:30
Gladys Williamson Group of p.m. in Room 228, Blackburn
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Science Building, and at 6:15
will meet at the home of Laura p.m. at the Hart Hall Coffeehouse, Murray State
Paschall at 7 p.m.
University.
Free Blood Pressure Checks
Invitational exhibition in
will be done by the community
painting
will be shown.at the
of
the
Department
service
geventh-day Adventist Chur- Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
ch, Sycamore and South 15th Center, Murray State Univeft
Streets, Murray,from 12 noon sity, through April 7. This is
free and open to the public.
toi2 p.n,
\.0.01111111
.,
Exhibitions of display drawSenior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at ings by Rick Mjes, works by
Dexter Center, Haz.v. at Fazel Mary H. Lawrie, Norwood,
and
studio
Center, and Murray at Ellis Mass.,
Center, all at 10 a.m., and photography by Richard S.
Nutrition Program for the Abrahams,Glenview, Ill., will
Elderly at Douglas Center at be on *play today through
april 9 at the Eagle Gallery,
12 noon.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Singles Class of the Seventh State University.
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p".1n. at the chur-Murray State University
ch.
Faculty-Student Candlelight
Murray TOPS (take ott Supper,sponsored by Housing
pounds sensibly) Club will Programming Council, will be
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health at Winslow Cafeteria from 4 to
Center, North Seventh and 6 p.m.
Olive Streets. This is open to
Residents of Woods Hall will
any interested person.
have their art show from 6 to 8
Men'g Prayer Breakfast of p.m. at Mason Art Gallery,
the First United Methodist Hart Hall, Murray State
Church will be at 7 a.m, at University. The show will also
Sirloin Stockade.
be on April 2 an 3. This is free
Kappa Department of the
and open to the public.
Murray Woman's Club will
-Meet at T:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Garden Clubs To
First United Methodist
Hold Convention
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. in Hale Chapel with the
At Lake BarkleN
executive committee to meet
at9 a.m. and coffee to be servThe 49th annual convention
ed at9:30 a.m.
of the Garden Clubs of Kentucky, Inc., will ,be held at
Murray Assembly No. 19
Lake Barkley State Resort
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Park on April 28, 29, 30a,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
May 1.
hall.
Members of the Cart*
Department of Murray
Groupir of First Christian
Woman's 'Club , will be
Church CWF. -Will meet at 2
hostesses ind provide a lunp.m. at the home of Mrs. Marcheon to the executive board
tha Carter with Mrs. Marge
on Tuesday, April 29. •
Hays and Mrs. Lessie Pickard
Re§ervations for the many
as cohostesses. The program
activities including a• flower
will be by Mrs. Dan McKeel
show, banquets, speakers,
and the devotion by Mrs. Ruth
workshops, tours of LBL,etc.,
Doty.
are due by Monday, April 14.
--Pirst Baptist Church Persons locally may call
Millie Graves, 436-2321, for
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
reservations and information.
the church chapel.

ACES®IRA G CORN. JR

• •Vhesterton's observation- I have seen the truth
and it makes no sense" -----Age-of!Calm

NORTH

Senior
Citizens

Tuesday, April 1
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meeef at the
band room of the Calloway
County High School at 7 p.m.

/1 1•6\P

Frames Drake

Special Program
Wednesday, April 2
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled 1To
to meet at 7 p.m.
The Murray Senior Citizens
will host a program on "The
Mission groups of Cherry Older Population With ComCorner Baptist Church are munication Disorders" on
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 3, from 10:30
__to 11:30 a.m. at the Ellis ComFlint Baptist Church Mis- munity Center. Conducting
sions Groups will meet at 7 the program will be the Divip.m. at the church.
sion of Communication
Disorders at Murray State
The Murray-Calloway Coun- University.
ty Ministerial Association will
Officials said the program
meet at 7:30 a.m. in the will include some of the procafeteria of the Murray- blems and their effects. These,
Calloway County Hospital.
will include hearing loss, hearWest Kentucky Association ing_ aids, laryngectomee, and
of Educational Office Person- aphasia.
Anyone interested including
nel will meet at Lake Barkley
home staff, senior
nursihg
I.odgeat9:30a.m.
citizens staff, friends, or famiHazel Senior Citizens will ly members are invited to atmeet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.mi at tend.
This is a free public service
the Hazel Community Center
supported in part by Grant
ith lunch at 11:45 a.m.
AM543 from the Model ProMeals for the Nutrition Pro- jects on Aging Program, Adgram for the Elderly will be ministration of Aging, Office
served at 12 noon at the of Human Development Services, Department of Health,
Douglas Center.,
Education and Wettare,,
Nature's Palette Garden Washinkton, D. C. 20201.
For-more4formation perClub will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center sons may crontact Verona
with Rowena Stubblefield as Grogan or the Murray Senior
Citizens Center, 753-0929, ,or
hostess.
Debbie Crutcher at the MurFoot stampin' concert by ray State University
the Juggernaut Jug Band, Diagnostic and Remerliation
sponsored by Residence Hall Center,762-2446.
Senior Citizens needing
Association, will be from 7 to
11 2.m. at the Hart Hall Cof- transportation to the center
feeTiouse. This is free and open should call 753-0929 by 9:15
a.m. Thursday.
to the public.
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FOR TUESDAY APRIL 1, 1950
of day will SCORPIO
kind
What
1d-to
theNo
scv.e
,n2e1
ii:et..hi21.3
vit
tomorrow be? To find out what ( Oc
acti
the stars saf,---read the
forecast given for your birth is favored. Finish neglette,1
tasks, and keep carve!
Sign.
planning confidential. Be oth-r.
with loved ones, though.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A time to make peace with
ovu.t2W
'l1 enjoy .f2r1a)terni;
4:
inP,.;
opponents. A cooperative
wNiY
th others now. A full rou.ii'
spirit alds you in all activities. I
Be bold in romance but also of social activity is on the
agenda. Be mindful though uf
considerate.
work responsibilities.
TAURUS
(Apr.. 20 to May 20) 6dai? CAPRICORN
(x'
1
No need to work overtime, Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vij(
Trust intuition re busines.
,
for you'll accomplish a lot
now. Use pin. for relaxation moves. A good time to rais,
and put work' concerns out of capital. Don't rnix busmes,
and pleasure after working
your head.
hours.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 114VA- AQUARIUS
Creative activities and (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Be receptive to the ideas oi
hobbies bring pleasure. Don't
set out to charm someone close ones. Travel, school an:
unless you're sincerely in- publishing interests should g4
well. The p.m. brings ethical
terested.
questions.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22.)
9 to Mar. 20)
Feb.F
Buy something new for the 113ISC
Insurance and tax matter,
house. Domestic concerns- are
happily highlighted, but the require scrutiny. Investigate
p.m. does not favor having pension and retirement plans
p
Trroj
usetetsi.nstinet re career
company Keil_
.
,
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
--tJuly 23 to Aug. 22)
You have , a full schedule self-reliant and independent
now and diustbe careful not to You have leadership ability,
scatter your energies. Find but at times can be too inconstructive outlets for extra sistent. You have a flair for
acting' and would do well in
mental energy.
promotional work. Your
VIRGO
greattSt teacher is the world
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Take an 'inventory of of experience from .which you
valuables. Focus on ways to learn to make'allowances for
improve earning potential. human frailty. In business,
Buy yourself a present. Be you will be successful in
finance, but in your overall
less critical of loved ones.
career -pattern, you must
LIBRA
accent originality to be truly
(Sept. 2334o Oct.-22)
Things should go your way successful. Writing, selling,
now. Focus on what you truly painting and religion may also
want out of life, Enjoy appeal to you. Birthdate of
socializing with friends, but Debbie Reynolds, actress, Lon Chaney, actor.
keep neasonalile hours.
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One Day Processing
1 18 So 12th

753-0035
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"That's the way
you want
it."

tim
HOMEMADE BREAD AND BUTTER - Lee Pinkston's
second graders at Robertson School have been
studying the Basic four in a nutrition unit and completed the study by making yeast bread and churning
butter. They also made fruit punch to go 'with their
feast. In photo are, from left, Jackie Jackson, Hanna
Shapla,Jeannette Rogers and Mrs. Pinkston.

SPORTCOATS
SKIRTS &
SWEATERS

Photo Bs bast. Peebles

3-33-4
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Getting settled
made simple.

•AQ942

+8
The truth is not obvious in
'WEST
EAST
the play of today's interest- •
K J6
•A 102
ing -game. NevertheleSs, a •9 5
V 87 6
brief analysis of probabili- •K 83
•.110 ei
ties will lead declarer to the
4K Q 1095
47 6 2
winning play. SOUTH
-„Declarer takes the club
•Q 9 43
•K Q .1 10
king with his ace and studies
•7
his chances to score 10
4 A J 4'3
tricks. After taking his
minor suit aces, it is possiVulnerable North-South
ble to take 10 tricks by ruffDealer South The bidding
ing four diamonds in V his
own hand and ruffing his
South West North East
three small clubs in dummy
I.
Pass
•
Pass
with the small trumps. I'
Pass 3 V
Pass
4•
Pass Pass Pass
Later. dummy's trump ace
will bring the . total to 10
tricks.
Opening had King ot club
What are the chances for
this plan • to succeed? At
least 2-to- I against because
success would depend upon
dummy's trump ace and
a . 9-4 club division, plus a
declarer makes seven
favorable • diamond break. trump tricks to go with
Without the even break. three minor suit winners
either opponent could ruff
the fourth club and dummy
would never be able to score
Bid with Corn
all four trump tricks.
A better shot'1g-to4ake an
South holds 3-31.B
immediate diamond finesse.
This .offers about a 50-50
chance for success -- betters
•K .16
odds than the 33 percent
•9
chance of splitting the dull)
•
-•K a3
suit. And that's how declarer
North Sou*
should play the hand. At
•
I
trick two, the oiaind
finesse succeeds, the'ace of
diamonds is cashed and a
diamond is ruffed.
- ._ ANSWER: Three clubs- An
club if ruffed with dummy's opening hid in support of
clubs and the immediate jump
trump deuce and another
raise is more descriptive than
d atitind is rufiett.
•s•
oy Waiting bEdAnother low clu%iis ruffed
•. •
with dummy's le* trump
5740 bridge quesiaies to The 4, •
and, when this wins. declarPO Rs 12.153 Dallas Tea..e. 75.22
with
addr....4•41 stamped enselop•
er has his 10 tricks Another
for reph
diamond ruff allows one
more club ruff with

7)e.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

(1/ !Mews, Iii

Now-town dilemmas fads
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping arias.
Community opportunities. Spacial attractions. Lots
of facts to sere you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll bo listening for your call.

Prices Good Tue Wed
April I 1 3

L

blemtleml,lac

DRY

cLeaneRs

THE SAVING PLACE

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a rn tii 6 pm

Mary Hamilton 753-5570

NC:=:11

3•39

Tho,

one HOUR

if elcome 11 Ligon
Inge King 492-8348

MIX OR MATCH

Phone 753-9525

OR 5fi1

Sensational 14EW
Package
portrait
Personality
Bigger Package
NOW Includes
Additional 8x10
Color portrait

$12.95
total package

price

954 delmit
Package now includes: TWO- 8x10's,3• 5x7's,
15- wallets,and 4 • Color Portrait Charms
The perfect Color Portrait Package for the entire family at a super
K mad price, and in a variety of poses and backgrounds. No additional charge for groups. Poses our selection. Satisfaction
always or deposit cheerfully refunded. Additional packages only

812.00.
These Days Only - April: Tues., Wed., Turs., Fri., Sat.
April 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Doily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 US Highway 641 North, Murray
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Observations
Add One Cup Crack/ins'
To Cornbread Recipe

Agit

1.4)1'/Ur

By Abigail Van B

Because
the
main
Ingredient was omitted in
Maudena's cracklin' cornbread
recipe
recently
ftpublished in this column, I'll
tell you to add one cup of
cracklias! Then the tasty
southern bread will be complete. Sorry about the
omission. I got plenty of calls
about it.

en

She's Not the
One Who Should
Feel Guilty

n,.
bk

DEAR ABBY: I am a 38-year-old woman, living with my
parents. (I am all the family they have.) Last year my
mother (64) had a stroke which left her partially paralyzed.

letin
N1W OFFICERS - Elected as new officers of the Murray Woman's Club to serve for
1980-81 at the general meeting of the club held Saturday morning, March 29, were,
from left, Dorothy McKenzie, corresponding secretary; Billie Hall, treasurer; Cecelia
Brock, president; Oneida Boyd, first vice president; and Frances Galloway, recording
secretary. Not pictured is Ann Brooks, second vice president. Reports of the various.
activities by the ten club departments were given by the department chairmen. Bonnie Jones, president, presided, and Lochie Hart gave the inspiration on "A Woman."
Special guests were Sherry Newsome and Lisa Russell, sophomores at Murray High
School, who reachtheir creative writing stories they have written to be entered in the •
state contests. Hostesses for the meeting were the Delta and Garden Des rtments.
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Gone on a diet
Lawrence L.LaMO,
..M.M.M=••••••
Mrm.•

for
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ently loses about a pound a him too much but try to help
DEAR DR LAMB -- My
week and readjusts his life him direct himself toward a
husband is 46 years old and he
style on a permanent-basis program that will last on a
has what he calls "gone on a
rather than on a crash project. long term basis.
diet' He doesn't eat any
It is true that excessive
I'm sending you The Health
breakfast or lunch - only
Letter number 4-7. Weight severe dieting over a long
coffee And he tries to stay on
a 1000-calorie diet for supper. Losing Diet. Other readers period of time can cause probwho want this issue can send lems including loss of muscle
He works hard on a construction gang and before he eats 75 cents with a long,stamped, mass. loss of important minsupper. he jogs two or three self-addressed envelope for it. erals and chemicals from the
Send your request to me. in body that can be hazardous to
miles
I told him be's hurting his"
'
1 care of this newspaper. P.O. a person's health.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I've
health but - he won't listen to. Box 1551. Radio City Station,
me Maybe if you told him he New York. MY 10019. You and • always heard that a pregnant
.would pay mike attention. He your husband can use this diet woman- should not smoke
started at 240 and dropped 20 as a model to build a balanced while she's carrying a child. I
do not smoke but I .work in an
pounds in only a few weeks. diet for him.
Once his weight is at the office where most'of the men
He wants to weigh 200 What
level he wants it, he can smoke. Will this . hurt my
do you think of this"'
DEAR READER - Too merely add enough foods to baby?
DEAR READER — That's
much too soon l.t would be this diet to satisfy him and
much better if yotr husband keep hiS weight at a stable a very good question and 1
learned to eat properly That level Thus- he'll be learning to don't believe there4 sufficient
might also involve some eat right while he's on the diet information available to
changes in how.you prepare even though he may not lose answer it. I'm inclined to say
that it depends on how much
-----his meals
weight quite so fast.
Most authorities believe
I'm glad he's physically smoke is in the room and how
that a person shouldn't lose active beeause exercise helps adequate the ventilation is.
The truth is that nonsmokers
more than two pounds'a week to prevent muscle loss when a
do pick up some of the
on a weight losing diet. I think person is on a diet. And I don't
adverse effects of cigarette
its better if a person consist- think you should discourage
smoking .if they have to stay
in a room with smokers.
You're correct 'in saying
that a pregnant woman should
-Tot smoke while carrying a
child but the problem goes
beyond that point. Recent
studies have shown ,that .a
number of the hazards to the
baby caused by maternal
(If bad weother under the
.smoking can't be eliminated
stadium 8. Coffee& Donutc)
simply by stopping during the
pregnancy itself. The only
Sponsored
way to prevent increasing the
risk to the baby is for the
mother not to begih the smoking habit in the first place.

Community-Wide Easter Sunrise Service
Sun., April 6, at 6 A.M.
Stewart Stadium, Murray State

99

Is

)4Urrail—alloway Co. Ministerial Assoc.

Camera Club Has
-Special Slides
Sh(iwu At Meet

21
ON

She walks with a cane and Is confused at times, but she's
cheerful and uncoduilaining. My father, 67, is a practicing
physician, but he is no help at all. Over the years he has
paid very little attention to Mother or me. He comes home,
eats, reads the newspaper, watches TV and goes to bed. If
Mother needs the bedpan he cornea looking for me to take
care of it. When I go out, he forgets to give Mother her
medication. We have a woman come in five days a week to
stay with Mother until I get home from work.
I'm engaged to be married this fall. It will be my second
marriage and his first. We will be living only, 10 minutes
from my parents, so it's not as though I'll be deserting them.
Although I realize that I do have a life to lead, I can't help
feel a little guilty getting married with the situation like
this. I'm not young anymore. and wint to have a family
while I'm still able.
Please advise me.

S.O.S.
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PORTRAITS
ONIE 8x110
TWO Sx7's
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ASK ABOUT RUAKID PRICKS CM 'KIRA MINTS
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UNCLE JEFF'S
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'
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ANY AGE
tAllfS—SCNOOt 411---AORTS

GROUPS
$1.110 der Pomo tate•

The newly organized
Murray-Calloway 9.Mera
Club held its first rtgular
meeting in the basement of the
educational annex of the First
United Methodist Church, on
Monday,March 3. Special slides 'ere shown
by Bob and Lorrane Davis on
"Nature Photography" and by
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Wilson on
''Rocky Mountain."
A discussion was held on
ways to attract more
members from the West Kentucky area.
The next meeting will be
held Monday,April 7,at 7 p.m.
in the First United Methodist
Church basement. The program will feature a program
where members will each bring five slides or prints for
presentation and discussion.
Another part of the program
will be a demonstration and
lecture on lens and their use
and limitations.
For more information persons may contact Robert
Crenshaw at 753-0836 or Dr. A.
G. Wilson at 753-2642 or 7534746.

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
COMES TO MURRAY,Ky.
WEST KY. EXPOSITION
CENTER
COWIN FARM acme

DEAR S: Proceed with your marriage plans, and
don't feel guilty. You'll live near enough to your
mother to look in on her often. And I beg you to ask
your father to please show a little more concern and
compassion for your mother. I wish you joy. You
deserve it.
DEAR ABBY: I, have been told that in Hawaii when a girl
wears a flower over one of her ears, it means that she is
"taken"(has a boyfriend), but if she wears a flower over the
other ear, it means that she is"looking,".or available. I am
going to the islands soon and would like to know which ear
is Which.
RAY
DEAR RAY: A flower over the left ear (same side
her heart in on) means, "I'm spoken for." A flower
over the right ear means,"I'm unattached." A flower
over both ears means, "I'm spoken for, but let's
negotiate."
DEAR ABBY: When I Was growing up, my mother
drummed it into my head that I had bad breath,so I took to
chewing gum because I was always self-conscious about my
breath.
I learned how to chew gum inconspicuously. I could keep
it in my mouth for hours without chewing it.
I still chew gum (I'm married now) but my husband hates
it. He says it gets on his nerves. I never crack it, and I'm
careful not to chilw it a lot in company,-but he still doesn't
like it. He says it's offensive, ill-mannered and childish.
What do you think?
LIKES TO CHEW
DEAR LIKES: I think it's,-.`reahing, good exercise
and a bit of a treat if done iffigivate. But ifit•Irritates
your husband, your gum-chewing may not be as
inconspicuous as you think it is. Chew in private, and
don't stretch your luck.

Wife Tells All
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ever so often the following
Bob Overbey, Calvert City. In
Murray, her grandparents are letter shows up. I first read it
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Waldrop following World War II. Now
and Atty. George E. Overbey. that national registration is a
subject before Congress, it
I wonder how many doctor- seems timely. It was the
son teams registered at the laugh -provoking thing
American Medical Convention recently when Neva Grey
that met in Honolula last Allbritten read it in the
November. I know of one such meeting of the executive
combination - that of Dr. John council of the Murray'
Paul Redden called and C. Quertermous and his son Woman's Club meeting when
asked if I remembered him. John R. Senior Quertermous, It met at Peggy Billington's.
"Army Headquarters
saf course I remember him. He my doctor, is a specialist in
"Mr. Headquarters, U.S.A.
was in one of my classes in internal medicine.
"My husband was indited
Murray High school. He was a
Son Johnny was sent to the
handsome teenager and convention by the Baptist into the surface long months
friendly. I remember where Hozipttal, Memphis,Tem. as a ago and I ain't received no pay
he sat in the classroom.
delegate intern. Wife and from him since he was gone.
He and Tom Rowlett,. John mother,Ella Mae attended the Please send me my elopment
as I have a- -four months old
Irvan Ross and Rue Overbey, event, too.
class members whom I
In July Johnny will begin an baby and he is My only supremember fondly, are plan- intern program in Mayo port and I need him evea day
ning a 1930 Murray High Clinic,
enspecializing
in to buy food and keep
School class reunion. The gastrointerology. After that he closed.
"I am a poor woman and all
event is set for May 24 at the plans to join his father here.
I have is at the front. Both
Colonial House. There were 48
who graduated, and only one,
A patient went to see his sides of my parents are very
Perry Grimes, have been doctor about a physical old and I can't suspect
located. Perry is remembered condition not gastroin- anything from them. As my
as' the spectacular football terology. He was losing his mother has been in bed 13
player. Anyone know where sight and memory. After an years with one doctor and
Perry is?
examination the physician' • -won't take 'another. My
Paul and John Irvan retired tokl the patient-that it might husband is in charge a spitton.
from work in Detroit and are be *Bible to save one or the Do I get more than I am going
living here. ToM -and Rue other but both could not be to git.
"Please send me a letter
stayed in the home town-Tom saved. "Which do you prefer
representing
Taylor to be saved, your sight or your and tell me if my husband
made a application for a wife
Publishing Company in a wide memory?"
area. Rue retired from
Quickly the afflicted fellow and child and please send me
Tappan
Manufacturing replied, "Doctor, save my a wife form to fill out.
"I have already wrote Mr.
Company in 1974.
eyes." When questioned about
Leaders of the class were the choice, he answered, "I'd Roosevelt and got no answer
Robert Mills Williams, rather- see where I'm going and if I don't hear from you I
Leesburg, Va. president; than to remember where I've will write Uncle Sam about
you and him."
Ralph Yarbrough, Nice ,been."
president, deceased; Martha
Lou Lassiter, secretary,
Searcy, Ark. and Anna Nell
Yarbrough, treasurer,
Henderson.
Rabin Overbey, runner-up
in the Miss World America
pageant in the Virgin Islands
last fall, is a student in
Murray State. She was accpeted in a modeling school,
.New York City as e studentmodel,but after a few months,
she decided to return to
college. She was a freshman in
the University of Kentucky 'before the contest.
Now in MSU she is modeling
for photography and taking a
full academic course. She is

a

V.

Michelson
Jewelers
Bel Air Center
Is Now

Miss Lu Ann Haley, Bride-elect,
Honored With Household Shower
Lu Ann Haley, April brideelect of Mark Aldridge, was
honored recently with a
household shower in the
fellowship hall of the DexterHardin-Methodist Church.
The hostessess for the occasion were
Mrs. 1. D.
Williams, Mrs. W. G. Irvati,
Mrs. Charles Hitley and Mrs.
Jimmy Haley. '\
The honoree chtise to wear
for the prenuptial event a
pastel sheer dress in a floral

design of lavender, pink and
She was presented a
corsage of daisies by the
hostesses with her favorite
colors of pink and white being
used in thedesign.
Corsages__ were presented
also to the bride elect's
mother, Mrs. Ben Haley and
the groom-elect's mother,
Mrs. Charles Aldridge.
Games relating to marriage_
were played with game prizes
being won by Mrs. James

She has a Patent on Prettiness
Shin; patent reflects like a
mirror. Cushy comfort, fine fit,
tots of toe and grow room.
Black, white, red or blue.

Mathis and Mrs. Charles
Aldridge.
• The refreshment table
featured a pink knit cloth
overlaid ivith white lace and
was centered with an arrangement of mixed spring flowers
and pink tapers. Party cake
squares designed and made by
the groom-elect's mother
were served along with handmide mints, punch, and nuts.
SilVer appointments were used-in serving.
-The honoree was presented
her- platter to her chosen
design of potter}, by the
hostesses.
Approximately 65 people attended or sent gifts.

FREE I
TREASURE

We will meet or beat any substantiated
bids based on current gold market.
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1 How to DRESS HIM UPSpringy
The tie wIM an eye-catching decorated
vamp and a long-wearing one-piece PVC
sole and heel Tan or black
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11110"I $1980
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MARTY ROBBINS
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PARISPATIENT
Hettie Willoughby. of
Buchanan, Tenn., has been
dismissed from the Henry
County---Genarat, Hospital,
Paris,Tenn.

Sale Starts April 1 Ends April 19th
Sizes and Styles Limited
Sizes from 31/2 A to 14EE
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Ground Floor Shoes
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Cornmodifies..Markets
Rumble- Nerrouslv
What happened
NEW YORK AP
in commodities and securities markets
last week shows why small investors
should be as wary of speculating as
they would be about pitching a tent on
Mount St. Helens.
Markets are rumbling with the nervous, evp deerate maneuvering of
wealthy individuals, investment institutions and businesses seeking to
preserve their hides or exploit opportunities.
They are harassed by inflation,
troubled by deep-down fears about the
country's future, worried by what they
see as a failure of . government to deal
with the issues. They are living,
fighting for the moment.
In such an atmosphere. a rumor is
equivalent to shouting "fire." Wild
price swings are to be expected.
Speculating, such as by the Hunt
brothers in silver, becomes more common than generally is recognized.
These are big fellows; they can deal
in millions of dollars at a time, and they
often magnify those big investments by
trading on margin. They are alert, informed and quick to act. They give
fiilltime to their jobs.
While it is hard to prove that they at
on -inside" information, a statement
the Securities and Exchange Commission will attest to, their information is
more direct, more immediate, more accurate than yours.
Their network is swift. Information
that you read about in the next day's
newspaper is half a day old to them.
And half a day, measured by today's

frantic pace, is equal to a couple of
weeks back in 1930.
In just a couple of hours or so last
Thursday they piledrived the Dow
Jones average of 30 industrial stocks by
about 18 points and then back up about
26 points, and up another 17 points the
next day.
Only nervous professionals with news
instantly available to them I in this instance, the news that the Hunt brothers
had failed to meet margin calls on their
silver holdings could have sold so
quickly.
And only steel-nerved, well-financed
professionals could have jumped into
such a maelstrom and expected to.stay
afloat. But they did: they bought when
to buy seemed to be most imprudent
gamble imagineable.
Which is to say that speculating over
the short term isn't adviseable for
small investors any more than it would
be smart for a penney ante poker
.player to nose his way into a big stakes
tournament of sharks.
The long-term might be another matter; at least in the view of some of the
more credible advisory services. Over
a period of years, they say, the current
low prices of blue chip stocks might
provide good gains.
The trouble, they say, is that so few
people today are willing to think in
terms of years. The future is probably
harder to see today than it ever was in
the lifetime of many potential -investors. Too many pitfalls, too many
unknowns, too many imponderables,
too little faith.
By TOM BAUM
Associated Press Writer

Capitol Ideas

If Byrd's speech on the number of
states and senators might have seemed
a little elemental to anyone out of grade
school, one need only turn to a recent
congressional study to see that he isn't
the only one on Capitol Hill stating the
obvious.
The study was by Congress' Office of
Technology Assessment and was entitled: "The Effects of Nuclear War."
A one-page summary listed this as a
central conclusion: "In the period
following a nuclear attack, conditions
could get wbrse before they started to
get better.•'
Senate Assistant Minority Leader
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Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chairman of the
History Department at Murray State
University, has been named as the new
dean of the graduate school and director of extension at the university.
Deaths reported include Roy I Poss
Edmonds,68,and Hansford Doron,58.
An armed robbery occurred last
night at 11:14 p.m. at the Convenient
Food Market in the Northside Shopping
Center on Chestnut Street. Stolen in thkone man robbery was about $1,000cash.
The Junior High Girls Chorus,Senior
High Girls Chorus, and High School
Mixed Chorus, all of Murray High
School and directed by Mrs. John
Bowker, received ratings of superior at
the Regional Music Festival held
March 28.at Murray State University.
The Lynn Grove Junior High
Cheerleaders received first place
honors and the trophy in'the
County Junior High Cheerleading contest held during the junior high basketball tournament. Cheerleaders are
Vicky Butterworth, LaRhea Miller,
Melinda Taylor, Phyllis Adams.
Regina Lockhart,and Zandra Morris,

20 Years Ago
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt- reply, hut you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: How many days of
coverage do I have under Medicare in
the hospital — that is under a single
benefit period? I am sure that
everybody that is covered by Medicare
is guaranteed up to 90 days of coverage.
My wife tells me that the amount of
time you are covered by Medicare in a
hospital depends on your condition but

3;

Senate Floor Is Classroom
WASHINGTON ( AP) — For Majority
Leader Robert C. Byrd,the Senate floor
is not only a stage but frequently
doubles as a classroom.
The Senate, unlike the House of
Representatives, is made up of two
members from each state," the West
Virginia Democrat told an almostempty chamber the other day. "There
being 50 states, there are 100 senators."
Actually, the place wasn't quite that
empty that day. In the spectators'
gallery was a group of schoolchildren,
including one of Byrd's granddaughters, Mary Anne Moore.
"There wasn't much going on, so he
decided to give a civics lesson," said
Byrd aide Mike Willard.
Byrd explained how senators vote,
where bills go when they're introduced
and why sometimes bills are debated
with only a handful of senators present.
He showed where Republicans and
Democrats sit and translated the Latin
inscriptions over the chamber doors.
Then he took a dollar from his pocket to
read the Latin on it, too. Several coins
-tell to the floor.
-There went a quarter.and a nickel
and a dime on the floor," he said."I will
get them. I must not let them get
away!
Byrd then - went on to describe
memorable duels that took place
among members of Congress in a
rowdier time in the nation's history.
Interrupting Byrd to transact some
business, Sen. David I. Boren, D-Okla.,
said: "I wonder if the distinguished majority leader might yield to me. And I
will say that my request will not bear
upon dueling or present any
challenge."
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10 }Tears Ago

Ted Stevens of Alaska got a full room of
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reporters for a news conference recently when he announced he'd be serving
Alaska red salmon.
After Stevens and the press had
devoured the tasty fish, the Republican
lawmaker decided to open the news
conference. He asked if there were any
questions.
"Senator, how was this fish cooked?"
came one query.
Stevens said he wasn't sure, but gladly would share with reporters his own
favorite method of cooking salmon: by
wrapping it in aluminum foil and-Tintting it in the dishwasher. Once through
for a small fish, twice for a big one, he
1119111111111MINIIM
said.
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By Dorothy and

my book explaining Medicare clearly
says that I have 90 days of coverage.
I'm tired of fussing with her. Can you
straighten her out? — B.H.
ANSWER: Your wife is correct. A
person eligible for Medicare protection,
is eligible for "up to" 90 days of
hospitalization in one benefit period.
We repeat you are eligible for "up to"
90 days of coverage. The exactnumber
of days you are eligible for coverage
depends upon a review board or
- utilization committee" that
periodically reviews your medical
records and make their determination
of how long you are entitled to Medicare
coverage according to Medicare
guidelines.
If your condition is serious enough (in
the review board's opinion ) then you
have up to 90 days of coverage in a participating hospital under a regular
Medicare benefit period. If you exhaust
that 90-day benefit period there is also a
lifetime reserve of 60 days of protection, which we will not go into in this
answer.
Heartline's easy-to-understand guide
to Medicare 1980 issue is now available.
The guidebook does contain information not found in the HEW's booklet on
Medicare which, is free at any Social
Security office. We suggest you obtain
both booklets. To obtain Heartline's
Guidebook send $1.75 to: "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton
Street. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

Washington Today

Primaries May Have
Been Warning Shots
AN AP News Analysis
By EVANS WIT'
Associated Press Writer

Kerby Jennings
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Too, this was the Vear 1q52 in which the male member of the
writing tearM of this book made a' bid for a place on the beard of
education from Concord Magisterial District. What may have been
anticipated as a colorless campaign turned out to be a nightmare
in our last effort for public office. The wrath of previous campaigns
as member of the General Assembly vibrated with echoes generating
smears of total untruths. Not to be outwitted, in a published advertisement the writer boldly identified seven individuals to listen
to rebuttal over radio station WNBS Monday night prior to election.
Heat generated by the ad disrupted Sunday church services over
the week end. Too, it produced enough clamor to arouse a rumored
100 men to prevent the speech at the radio station. No doubt, the
... number was grossly exaggerated, nevertheless it sounded scary.
Were it not for one of the most magnificent gentlemen to ever live
in this county, Mr. Bob Grogan, the vitriolic address maybe would
never have been made, for Mr. Bob persuaded the band to retire.
Family members of the writer were persuaded not to accompany
the candidate to the station in fear they would be harmed. Radio
Manager Ed Griffin dispatched a state trooper to escort the beleaguered editor to the station, but the state patrolman was asked
to leave when he made his appearance at the homplace. The radioman requested the patrolman "to get him to the radio station so
WNBS could get his $35 fee, but after he speaks, turn him loose
to be eaten. alive by the wolves." The address, was a hot tamale,
even going into overtime, and thankfully no one attempted any
harm in any way. Thanks to Uncle Bob.
The lopsided victory was relished; the pledge to return every
dime in compensation from the office to be given to the school lunch

program for less privileged neighboring youths, was fulfilled, other
than a portion expended to upgrade the beautification of the country,
school grounds. Never again would the writer subject the miseries
of a political campaign upon the members of his family. It is not
worth it to be an outspoken politician with high hopes for a better
society can be-accomplished. One has to be two-sided, hypocritical,
and a seeker of personal gain to be a continuously successful politician.
The reminding effects even at this late date gives the writer
the queasies, even forgetting who were the other winners. But it
is recalled _that A. IL Webb resigned his.oifice as chief of Nlice after
six years service. He was replaced by Patrolman Novice McReynolds
until the city could officially elevate him to the office Dec. 19, 1952.

To Be Continued

HEARTLINE: I will be 65 soon. I
already have a few friends on
Medicare. One of these friends has four
Medicare insurance supplements. He is
paying nearly $600.00 per year for these
four plans. I think he is going too far. I
haven't read his policies but I will bet
that some or all) of them duplicate
each other's coverage., Do you think
that four plans are too much? — M.K.
ANSWER: You have posed a difficult
question. In most situations that we
have seen like this, yes, four plans Ede's-too many. There are exceptions,
though. If the plans do not duplicate and
the person can easily afford such
coverage, and this extra protection
gives the individual peace of mind — so
be it. However, it is Heartline's general
opinion that you can be suitably protected by one good Medicare supplement.
Finding these good plans is the tricky
part, because there are inadequate
plans on the market and many of them
are overpriced. Most of the really good
plans that we have seen cost from
$300.00 to $360.00 a year per person.
What makes a good plan? What •
should you watch out for to avoid being
taken? You can learn these things and
much more from Heartline's "Tips on
Buying Insurance." This literature is
free. Send 35 cents for postage and
handling to Heartline's "Tips on Buying
Health Insurance." 114 E. Dayton
Street, West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

WASHINGTON (AP) — FOr Jimmy
Carter, the New York and Connecticut
primaries may have just been warning
shots across the president's proverbial
bow.
To be sure, New York and Connecticut are special political situations, as
many have pointed out since Sen. Edward M. Kennedy stunned Carter in

their presidential primaries.
But the twe states are not that different from Chi Itst of the country in
one critical sense."Amencans
persuasion are deeply unhappy with
Carter and his policies, a recent
Associated Press-NBC News poll says.
They think Carter's economic
policies — new and old — are a failure.
They are unhappy with his foreign
policies.
And in particular, the public is less
and less pleased with his efforts to get
the American hostages home from
Iran.
These nationwide judgments on
Carter and his policies were mirrored
in his losses in New York and Connecticut.
For example, only 14 percent of those
nationwide rated Carter's work on the
economy excellent or good. By a 35-28
margin, they also predicted his new
anti-inflation plan will be a failure, the
AP-NBC News poll taken March 20-21
said.
And in New Yorke the economic issue
worked against Carter for the first
time. Democratic voters there not only
favored wage and price controls —

Bible Thought
"Cause me to hear thy lovingkindness in the morning; for in Thee do
I trust" Psalm 1438a
good reason for having devotions
the morning is this prayer of .the
Psalmist Did you hear God today?
A

which Kennedy favors and Carter opposes. Those who backed such
measures. also voted for Kennedy, an
AP-NBC News poll of voters as they left
precincts indicated. In previous states,
even those who favored controls voted,
for Carter.
Nationally on foreign policy, 25 percent gave Carter's work high marks, a
decline of 12 points in just seven weeks.
And now less than half of the public approves of his efforts to get the hostages
freed.
This continued erosion of support for
Carter on Iran is particularly serious
because it was the surge of backing for
a. president in crisis that gave Carter
the edge to defeat Kennedy in the early
primaries.
In New York, of course, the foreign
policy issue was Israel, not Iran.
The Carter administration snafu on a
U.N. vote on Israeli settlements was a
key to handing Kennedy the critical
Jewish vote in New York by a 4-1 margin,the AP-NBC News poll said.
The upshot of all this unhappiness
with Carter is that only 31 percent of
Americans give Carter good marks for
his work overall, down 9 points since
January. And that is almost back to the
levels he faced last summer, when the
betting was that Carter would be a oneterm president.
The poll findings could mean that
GOP attacks on Carter policies in the
fall general election campaign could
find a receptive audience among
disgruntled Americans.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number wilt not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limitfrequent writers. I
Address correspondence to:

Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Don Parker, 48, Murray Route 3,
killed yesterday morning at about 8:30
when he fell from a building in
Nashville, Tenn., where he was working with a steel crew erecting a new
Ford Motor Company building there.
Another death reported was Mrs. L.
L. Lee,75.
Brown C. Tucker, chairman of the
Easter Seal Campaign, said that the
response to the drive is gratifying.
Bobby Falwell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Falwell, Charles Eldridge, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leroy Eldridge, and
Hamp Brooks, son- of Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Brooks, have been named to represent the College High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America at the
district contest.
Births reported at the Murray.
Hospital include a boy to Mr, and Mrs:
Lawrence Overby and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Griggs.
Loretta Wyatt, home economist with
the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, gave a
demonstration at the meeting of the
Faxon Junior and Senior High 4-H Club,
Janice Wilkinson is club president.

30 Years Ago
Approximately $2,000 has been raised
in the Red Crass Fund Drive in
Calloway County, according to Rug
Overby,chairman.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Su.san
Hurt,80.
Approximately one-half of the
farmers in Kentucky have completed
farm conservation plans qualifying
them to participate in the 1950
Agricultural Conservation program, officials said. According to the local PMA
office, 2,292 farmers in Calloway County have completed farm conservation
plans which is 78.1 per cent of all farms
in Calloway County.
Mary Ann Underwood, Betty June
West, Mary Frances Wilkerson, Zetta
Yates, Jean Corn, Betty Thurman,
Jean Farris, Jenne Lou Jellison,
Carolyn Melugin, Dallas T. Doran, Bud-'
dy Buckingham, Paul Blankenship,
William Smith, and W. B. Moser, jr.,
members of the Tri-Hi-Y and Hi-Y
Clubs at Murray High School, are attending the fifth annual Kentucky Youth
Assembly at Frankfort.
Bacon is listed at 29 cents per pound
in the ad for Kroger..

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 31, the 91st
day of 1960. There are 275 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 31, 1948, Congress passed
the Marshall aid plan to help Europe
recover from World War II. It eventually amounted lo some $12 billion.
On this date:
In 1854, Commodore Perry negotiated
the first American treaty with Jepan,
resulting in the opening of two
Japanese ports for trade with the outside world.
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower was opened
in Paris.
In 1917, the United States took posession of the American Virgin Islands
after their purchase from Denmark.
In 1933, during the Great Depression,
Congress authorized a Civilian Conservation Corps to employ and train
young men.
Ten years ago: The West German
ambassador to Guatemala, Count Karl
von Spreiti, was kidnapped. He was
murdered six days later.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford's clemency program for Vietnam
War deserters and draft evaders ended
after a Six:month period. Only a fraction of those eligible applied tor clemency.
One year ago: The nation's largest
air carrier — United Airlines — was
shut
C down in the first day of a strike by
ts machinists.
Today's 'birthdays: Labor Leader
Cesar Chavez is L53. Musician Herb ..
Alpert -is 45. getot,..- Rtettirr--Chamberlain is 45.
Thought for today: Self cdaqliest is
the greatest of victories. — Plato (circit,
427-347 B.C.)
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2 Of 3 Over Brown
Having to cancel four Ohio
- Valley Conference games, including doubleheaders againstEastern Kentucky and
Morehead. due to a wet playing field this weekend, Murray
State went ahead and took two
of three games from Brown.
On Saturday, Murray lost
the first game 11-8 before winning the second in extra innings, 8-7. VesteNday, Murray'
had an easier time, scoring 11
runs in a third inning outburst
to carry ittoa 19-2 win.
Freshman Ronnie Scheer
had seven runs batted in on
two homeruns, including a
grandslam in the 11-run inning,to pace yesterday's rout.
Murray won the second
game Saturday when Tim
Hopkins singled with one out
and the bases loaded to score
David Orem. A single by
Scheer in the bottom of the
seventh had sent the game into the extra inning.
For the weekend. Torn Fein
had five hits in eight at-bats to
raise his season average to
.417 while Ronnie Scheer had
six hits in 11 trips to the plate.
brown
Murrat

4 4 30 000
04 1 1 10 1

1171
894

and
Chuck McGrath. -.lee Snuth
John Hiky. David Bradford. Kevin
Bourland .21. Scott Tucker .4. and
David Orem HR
Jay Hickey 2 H.
John Lapierre H, 201
Tuna Fenn
, Julln Mir) I4,J Lapierre Hi
Murray
Perdue
S3. herr
k dui
Hopkins
taylor
llireatt
Wisniewski
Boyd,
Oreci
Buckles
Totals

AB H H HB1
2 2 2 2
300 0
3 1 2 3
502 1
30 1 0
:1 1 0 0
22 1 1
4 1 1 0
2,10 0
I 00 0
28 89 7

•
Brown
0 1 4 0 0 0 2 0 7 52
Murray
3 1 2 0 0 0 1 I 8 10 3
Mike Michelman and John Kiley . Hand) Shively, Tony Threatt It:it and Jeff
()Airy David Orem 6i Hit
Larry
arbont. Hi, 2B
Scott Tucker .M),
Oren) Mi, Riley .
Murray
Perdue
Scheer
Fenn
Hopkins
Taylor
Tucker
Boyd
Threatt
Oakley
Orem
Totals

All H 10 Mil
2 1 0 1
40 3 0
2 1 0 0
41 1 1
41 1 0
31 1 1
31 1 0
4 1 2 2
20 0 0
1 1 1 0
29010 5

Brown
1 0000
04
2 35
Murray
0 1 ,11. 3 3 1 1 - 19 15 0
Jeff Moran. Mike lapierre 13 t, Jay
Hickey , 5i and John Riley: Mike
Gneshaber, Ton) Threatt I71 and Jeff
HR - Ronnie
Oakley, David Orem
Scheer 2 (MI. 213 - Torn Fehn Ma,
Mike Campbell I B

Murray
Perdue
Scheer
Tucker

Hopkins
Fehn
W Lane w ski
lor
Bean
Threat(
Oakley
Orem
Ford
Totals

All H H Hill
5442
4 4 3 7
1 2 0
3 2 0 2
3 2 0 2
3 1 0 1
3 0 1.1 1
1 0 1
1
3 11.1 0
4 0 3 0
0 2 0 0
1 0 0 0
35 19 15 17

Women's Tennii.
The Murrayfigte women's
tennis team
ed sixth in
an eight-team tournament this
weekend. Vanderbilt was first
while East Tennessee and
Western Kentucky were third
and fourth, respectively.
In number one singles play,
Murray's Mary McNicholas
lost to Cindy Berryman of
Southeast Louisiana, who
eventually' won her division,
by a score of 6-0,6-4.
In No.05 singles, Lena Laftman defeated Bunny Wall of
Southern
IllinoisEdwardsville 6-2, 6-2;
defeated Connie Kesling of
East Tennessee 6-4, 6-1 before
losing to Shannon Feder of
Vanderbilt in the championship,6-2,6-3.
In the No. 6 bracket, Cheryl
Lancaster lost to Donna Arnold of East Tennessee in the

consolation final by a score of
4-6,6-4,6-0.
The number three doubles
team of Laftman-Lancaster
won the consolation final over
the team of Bogdon-Leslie of
Western Kentucky, 6-4, 5-7, 61.

Men's Tennis
The Murray men's tennis
team split its weekend matches,defeating Illinois State 54 on Saturday and losing its
first of the season, to Kansas
5-1 yesterday.
The next match is against
Kentucky here at 2:30 p.m. on
Friday with two matches,
against Austin Peay at 9 a.m.
and Southern Illinois at 2:30
p.m.,scheduled for Saturday.
The weekend matches left
Murray with a 12-1 record for
the spring season.
Kansas 5, Murray State
Singles Results - Terje
Persson def. David Thiest 6-4,
1-6, 7-5; Mats Ljungman lost to
Bill Krizman 3-6, 6-3, 6-1;
Roger I3erthiaume lost to
Chris Collier 4-6, 6-1, 6-0; Finn
Swarting lost to John Runnals
4-6, 6-3,6-2; Mike Costigan lost
to Rick Wirtz 6-3, 6-3; Steve
Willie lost to Wayne Sewell 7-5,
6-3.

Golf Team 5th
Murray State finished fifth
in an eight-team field in the
Evansville Invitational this
weekend. Play was reduced to
Just 18 holes after Friday's
round was rained out.
Purdue took the team title
with a score of 294 while Dave
Gaer of Eastern Kentucky
took the individual title with a
72.
Murray will play next in the
Marshall University Intercollegiate tournament starting this Thursday and concluding Saturday.
Evansville Invitational
Team Results- Purdue 294,
Eastern
299,
Kentucky
Western Kentucky 303, Ball
State 308, Murray State 321,
Southern Illinois-Carbondale
322, Evansville 322, Indiana
State-Evansville 323.

Banquet Friday
The Murray State Basketball Banquet will be held this
Friday at 7 p.m. at Beshear
Gymnasium.
The banquet will consist of a
buffet dinner and a highlight
film of the 1979-80 season.
Tickets are now on sale for
$8 at the basketball office. Only a limited number are
available.

Bullets Defeat Nets To Clinch Playoff Spot
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Washington Bullets did
what they had to do to make
the playoffs for the 12th consecutive season, but guard
Kevin Grevey wasn't pouring
any'champagne.
"It's a fluke for us to be in
the playoffs," conceded
Grevey, who scored 23 points
to lead the Bullets to a 93-87
victory over the New Jersey
Nets Sunday, the final day of
the National Basketball
Association's regular season.
-We shouldn't be here, not
the way we played this
season," added Greve y. "This
certainly salvaged a disap-

pointing season."
Beating the Nets gave the
Bullets a 39-43 record, the
same as the New York Knicks.
But Washington got the final
Eastern Conference playoff
berth by virtue of a better
record against conference
foes.
"There's no relief over winning this game," said Bullets
forward Elvin Hayes. "We're
not at strong as we'd like to be,
but we'll strike some fear in a
few hearts."
The playoffs begin Wednesday night with the opening
games of four best-of-three
fir-St-round mini-series.
Washington is at Philadelphia

and San Antonio at Houston in
the Eastern Conference and
Portland at Seattle and Kansas City at Phoenix in the
West.
Houston clinched
the
homecourt advantage by
beating Indiana 121-106. San
Antonio also won, 144-124 over
Detroit, to tie the Rockets at
41-41, but Houston got the edge
because of a better conference
record.
Seattle's 135-104 victory
over Portland Sunday night
determined the West pairings.
That gave the Sonics the thirdbest record in t conference,
so ey
the Blazers
the first round- of the

playoffs. Even though
Phoenix beat San Diego 122104 Sunday, it finished fourth
in the conference, one game
back of Seattle.
In other Sunday action, the
Los Angeles Lakers edged the
Golden State Warriors 95-93,
the Milwaukee Bucks topped
the Utah Jazz 107-91, the
Philadelphia 76ers defeated
the Boston Celtics 116-110, the
Atlanta ,Hawks beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers 111-102
and the K'ansas City Kings
downed the Chicago Bulls 114,
110.
Washington led 74-59 late in
the third quarter before
former Bullet Roger Phegley

led a 22-8 spurt as New Jersey
closed to within 82-81 with five
minutes remaining.
But Grevey hit a pair of
jumpers, one from three-point
range, to enable the Bullets to
stay in front.
"We start a new season
Wednesday night," said
Washington Coach Dick Motta, "and I hope the players
realize they have a few things
to prove. A month ago it looked bleak for us. But with all
the injuries we':e had, the
.'ourage of this team can't be
questioned.
3, Philadelphia will not be
able to have a lark."

Fight Night Extravaganza
Tate Defends WBA Crown Against Weaver
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
- Big John Tate defends his
World Boxing Association
heavyweight crown against
Mike "Hercules" Weaver
tonight, confident of a victory
that would set up a pos,sible
June bout with former .champion Muhammad All.
"It's all over now except doing it," Tate said. "I have the
fight plan in my mind. I'm not
worried."
The Tate-Weaver bout is one
of four world championship
matches slated on an ABC-TV

boxing extravaganza tonight,
including the WBA light
heavyweight fight between
champion Marvin Johnson
and Eddie Gregory at the
Stokely Athletic Center in
Tate's hometown.
The other half of the bill will
be filled by the rival World
Boxing Council - a
heavyweight match between
champion Larry Holmes and
LeRoy Jones in Las Vegas and
a welterweight title defense by
Sugar Ray Leonard against
Great Britain's David Green
at Landover, Md.
. The 38-year-old Ah, hoping

to claim the heavyweight title
for an unprecedented fourth
time, plans to come out of
retirement for a $10 million
fight with Tate in the New
Orleans Superdome.
Promoter Bob Arum said
the formal announcement will
be made Wednesday in
Chicago or Los Angeles, with
Ali claiming $7 million from
the purse. He said Weaver
could earn a shot at Ali with a
victory tonight, but there
woulAtbe a new negotiation for
splitting the purse.
Ace Miller, Tate's manager,
said his fighter was in "the

Confident Green Says Sugar Ray
Had Better Not Take Him Lightly
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER; Md. I AP) Britain's Davey "Boy" Green
knows ties the underdog in his
effort to take away the World
Boxing Council's welterweight
title from champion Sugar
Ray Leonard Monday night at
the Capital Centre.
However, Green, the British
champion, says the public
may be surprised at the outcome of the nationally televised bout.
"The Leonard camp has
made a serious mistake if they
think I'M going to be an easy

win for Ray,"said the 26-yearold, Green, a native of Chattens, Cambridge. "Ray
Leonard's going to find out
that I won all those British and
European championships
because I'm a great fighter.
''Three quarters of my
fights have been knockouts,"
Green said, -and even though
Ray's never been knocked
down, I've been studying the
films and the tapes, and I
know I can get to him. All it's
going to take is one punch, and
it'll be all over for Leonard."
Green has won 33 of 35
fights, 26 by knockout. The 23-

Dr. David G. Fitch
Dentist
Announces The Relocation
Of His Office To
1304 Johnson Blvd.,
-Murray, Ky.
753-8368
Telephone Answered 24 Hrs.

year-old Leonard, who won
the title from Wilfred Benitez
last Nor. 30, is undefeatrd in
his 26 pro fights, 17 by
knockout, after winning a gold'
medal in the 1976 Olympic
Games in Montreal.
"Nobody expects me to beat
Leonard," said Green, whose
most notable opponent has
been Carlos Palomino, who
knocked him out in the llth
round in a championship fight
in 1977.
"But nobody expected
Spinks to beat All, or ( Alan )
Minter to beat (Vito) Antuofermo. I'm going to beat
the great Sugar Ray."
Green is an attacker, a
Roberto Duran-style fighter,
and also a skilled all-around
-athlete, finishing in a fifth
place tie in last year's
Superstars competition. He is
the only boxer anyone can
remember who finished the
Superstars without being injured.
"In every one of my 35 pro
fights, I've been ahead on
points," he said. "Ray has
never fought anybody like me.
I'll be on top of him every second of every round.
."All1 ca thinka0OULts.wittning. I know I can,beat Sugar
Ray Leonard. He's never really been hit. I plan to hit him
hard, and often."

best overall shape of his
career," and the official
weigh-in Sunday reflected it.
Tate, wearing a T-shirt that
proclaimed "Thank God I'm a
Country Boy," hit the scales at
232 pounds. He had ballooned
to 260 pounds after winning the
championship with a 15-round
decision over Gerrie Goetzee
last October at Pretoria,South
Africa.
Weaver, who weighed in at
207i2, carried a 20-9 record into the second title fight of his
career. He turned in an, impressive performance against

Holmes last June before losing
by a knockout in the 12th
round.
"I'm here to fulfill a
dream," said Weaver, an exMarine who served in Vietnam.• "I'm sure I'm going to
win. There's no doubt in my
mind. Tate's a good fighter,
but I'm a little better. I have a
job to do and I plan to do it."
Tate, unbeaten in 20 Jiro
fights, wasn't particularly impressed.
"His record doesn't show
me he's unbeatable," Tate
said.

In All's Shadow, Holmes
Defends His WBC Crown
By ED SCHU YLER JR.
said they have a committment
AP Sports Writer
to ABC for a fight to unify the
LAS VEGAS, Nev. 1.AP) - heavyweight championship in
Larry Holmes defends his the fall.
world heavyweight championHolmes doesn't intend to sit
ship for the sixth time tonight. around
and wait for the fall.
still fighting in the shadow of He
wants to fight again in May
Muhammad Ali.
or June and a likely opponent
Holmes defends the World could be Scott LeDoux or Leon
Boxing Council title against Spinks.
Leroy Jones at Caesars
But the matter of the moPalace as part of a four chamment for the 6-foot-3, 211pionship fight television show pound
Holmes is the 6-5, 254 which also includes John
pound Jones.
Tate's World Boxing AssociaThe smart money guys don't
tion heavyweight title defense
think Holmes should have any
against Mike Weaver in Knoxtrouble despite Jones'size and
ville, Term.
his 24-0-1 record. Holmes is a
But most of the talk among prohibitive favorite.
the fight crowds here and in
"If he runs I'll catch him,"
Knoxville seems te concern Holmes said."My plan
is to go
Ali's comeback.
right at Leroy and make him
Promoter Bob Arum claims fight. I predict the fight won't
the winner of the late-Weaver go five rounds. I feel very confight will defend against All in fident."
a $10 million bout at the New
It's not who he fights, but
Orleans Superdome in late when he fights that has
June.
Holmes upset.
.•
Calling Holmes the real
The-four-fight show from
heavyweight champion and Knoxville, Landover, Md.,and
Tate "a figment of Bob here is scheduled to be televis. Arum's imagination," pro- ed by ABC from 8 p.m. to midmpter Don King contended night EST. Holmes has been
Sunday that no All fight was told that he could go on as earsetiand tharlf-.-the reliant - ly B&W pan.or as %teas 1110.
three-time champion' does p.m., meaning the champion
come back, it should be could sit in a dressing room,
against Holmes.
taped up and ready to fight for
King and Aruni both have almost two hours.

ACCEPTING CONGRAGULATIONS, Ronnie Scheer returns to the dugout after his
grand slam capped an 1 1-run third inning for Murray State in its 19-2 win over Brown.

Staubach Expected To End
Career By Retiring Today
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS ( API - Quarterback Roger Staubach. was expected to announce today the
end of his spectacular career
with the Dallas Cowboys in
which he earned every honor
except All-Pro.
Staubach, 38, the highest
rated passer in National Football League history, called his
own news conference at Texas
Stadium for high noon' to give
.his decision.
Waiting in the wings to battle for Staubach's job were
Danny White and young Glenn
Carano, understudies to one of
the NFL's all-time stars.
AS a collegian at the Naval
Academy and an 11-year pro
with the Cowboys, Staubach
won two coveted awards: the
Heisman Trophy at Navy and
Super Bowl VI Most Valuable
Player.
He was a 10th-round draft
choice by the Cowboys in 1964
and served four years in the
Navy before he joined the
NFIltleam.
Staubach, who guided
Dallas to two Super Bowl victories, won his fourth league
passing title in 1979 when he
almost personally carried the

1(4,
4(

Cowboys to an 11-5 record and Bowls.
the Eastern Division chamStaubach was always hurt in
pionship of the National Foot: the voting because he did not
ball Conference.
get to call his own plays under
Staubach brought Dallas Landry's messenger system.
from behind five times to vic"Sure, I would like to call
tory as the Cowboys' defense my own plays, but you can't
crumbled.
argue with Coach Landry's
"We could have lost five success,"Staubach said often.
more games if it hadn't been
Staubach has a career comfor Roger," Coach Tom Lan- pletion percentage of more
dry said. "Be had a great than 56 percent and gained an
year."
average of more than 5 yards
Staubach also was knocked every time he rambled
out five times, a statistic that downfield on one of his famed
concerned wife Marianne and scrambles. He gained an
the Cowboys' brass. He went average of almost 8 yards with
to doctors in New York City every pass and threw for
and Dallas for extensive ex- almost 150 touchdowns.
aminations. Staubach has had
Staubach tried to live down
no lingering problems his "good guy" family man
although in one game he lost reputation with . practical
feeling in his legs for about 10 jokes that included walking
minutes.
the ledge in front of a window
Staubach, who was making to give General Manager and
some $200,000 a year, has ex- President Tex Schramm -a
tensive business interests jolt."
here, including real estate.
A fierce competitor,
Also, he has numerous en- Staubach was even involved in
dorsements and is being a camp fist fight with Clint
heavily courted by the televi- Longley, who was trying to
sion networks as a commen- beat Roger out.of the quartertator.
backing job.
The 6-foot-3, 202-pound
Staubach took over the No. 1
Staubach often joked about quarterback job from Craig
not making All-Pro although Mortoe in the middle of the
he was in numerous Pro 1971 sfason. .

( Au,

Jesus Christ.
A lot of people swear with these words, but there are others
who swear by them.
Some folks feel that the teachings of Jesus should play a
more important part in their lives, but they feel put upon by
the "do's and don'ts" of churches. They would like to go to
church, but they can't quite swallow the dogma that some
churches insist upon. It's just easier to go fishing or golfing on
Sunday morning,
But the emptiness is still there.
There is an alternative. The Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) was founded during frontier days to encourage simplicity of belief and worship. Frontier people wanted a downto-earth religion to help them cope with and understand their
hard life. As individuals, they felt they could read and interpret the Bible for thernseivea and build faith through an understanding of God's word.
That same belief lives in the modern Christian Church. If -youre looking for a church where you can really feel at home,
come and worship with us thisSunday.

The First Christian Church
deo ,

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr, David C,Roos, Minister.,,
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Players Association Certain To Set Strike Date
think they (the owners) 'aredoing everything possible to

By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer

provoke a strike. It's as clear
as can be. They're acting like

PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
AP) - Strike two or play

4-year-olds."
Miller said there

ball?
That question will almost
be answered in
certainly
Dallas Tuesday, but a bet on

was no

doubt in his mind that the
owners were trying to break
the union. He said there could

at least the setting of a strike
date by major league baseball
players is as safe as a wager

be no other reason that they
would be willing to take such

the

financial losses.
"I think they're successful

Players Association and team
owners met for metre than nine
hours Sunday with Ken Mof-

in _terms of provoking a
" he said. "Willie
arike,'
Stargell would give them a

fett, deputy director of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. And, in the

star." *

word of the union's executive
Miller,
director, Marvin
•'nothing happened."
The Players Association's

sure when.

on Spectacular Bid.
Representatives

of

Moffett said there would be
another meeting but he wasn't
"I'll be in touch with both
sides after Tuesday," he said.
"I would have to say the
meeting today was basically
one where we explored the
compensation issue, which

executive board will meet in
Dallas Tuesday to determine
when and if a strike will be
called. The "if" no longer

seems to be the most important issue on both sides. It's

seems to apply.
"This was a complete waste
.)t time," Miller said of Sunmeeting

day's
owners,

"There

the only issue we really went
into.

with

the

"We made no progress as

isn't

the

far as coming to an agreement
on this issue is concerned. A

slightest basis for their calling
the mediation service with no
intention of negotiating or

lot of suggestions were made
in both private caucuses and

listening-to our viewpoint.
"This entire day was spent
on the owners' demands,
nothing on the players' proposal."
Miller was asked if he anticipated a long strike.
"I certainly don't anticipate

•

a short one,.not-it--they_haste
the strike insurance I keep
hearing about," he said. "I

in joint meetings. Neither side
made any concessions. It's go-

"highly sought" free agent be
required to give up a player,
rather than an amateur draft

ficulties seem much more ex-

choice, in return. The free
agent's new team could protect only 15 of its players in

tioned as possiblestrike days
- immediately; on April 9,

treme. .

that selection process.
The

only other strike in

ma-

current

96;•1
The lone dissenter was
reportedly Jerry Terrell of the
Kansas City Royals.

game.

.1 don't intend to make any
recommendations, it's up to
the players," said Miller,

Miller met with the Califor-

cluding the first tune days of
what became a shortened
The

ing a strike on or after Tuesda) That made the total vote

•

mediately after the All-Star

jor league history occurred in
1972. It lasted 13 days, in-

season.

the situation with, and the
Angels voted 30-0 for authoriz-

Four dates have been men-

the scheduled opening day of
the 1980 season; Memorial
Day weekend and July 10, im-

nia Angels prior to Sunday's
meeting with the owners and

dif-

referring to when a strike
should be called. "The executive board will make that
decision."
It has been speculated that
the players wouldn't strike immediately so that they could
collect a few paychecks before
going out. Players don't collect their regular salary during spring training. They're
only given expense money.

mediator. It was the Z6th and
final team he had discussed

Representatives

of

the

owners at

Sunday's meeting
were Ray Grebey, the chief
negotiator; Chub Feeney,

president of the National
League, and Lee MacPhail,
the American League president. As has been their custom
throughout the talks, none
would discuss the situation
with reporters.
Miller has said repeatedly
that the owners haven't
negotiated. He was asked if
this surprised him.

.No, not ,really," )se said.
''They telegraphed this a long
time ago. About five months
ago, a high baseball official
who shall remain unnamed
told me that he thought the
negotiations would be easy.
He told me the owners have to
have a victory.
"I don't know how you deal
with that kind of thinking. We
want to deal with the real problem. There's no victory in
collective bargaining."

Four Players Locked A Stroke Apart In Heritage
HILTON

HEAD

ing John Schroeder as a slow

Tewell in a tie for the lead in
weather-plagued, twice-

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
ISLAND,

S.C.(AP - With fair players
locked within a single shot of
each other going into today's

event. Pate
and
Johnny Miller were a single
shot back.
delayed

"I say

rain-delayed final round of the
$300,000 Heritage Golf Classic,
a variety of possibilities exist.
One that does not exist,
however, is that John Mahaffey will be wearing a live
television michrophone.
"That will not . happen,"
Mahaffey said Sunday after a
double bogey by Jerry Pate
Doug
Mahaffey and
put

too

many

said.
and

Kite, Bruce

Lietzke

Lanny ., Wadkins

he said.
A rainout of Friday's play

-.Obviously I'm very upset,"
Schroeder said when given an
opportunity to rebut the
remarks on national television
Sunday. "It really shocked
nie It shows no class, the
poorest kind of judgment."

things

under my breath for me to be
wearing a mike," Mahaffey
Tom

pect to_he on camera when
you're just standing around,"

player - stirred up a controversy among the four touring pros.

the

were

had set up a double round of 36
holes for Sunday.

But steady rains Saturday
night again flooded the Harbour Town Golf Links and
made morning play impossible. The final round was reset
for Monday.

wearing live mikes Saturday
when they said some things on
national television whith, Kite
admitted, would better be left
unsaid.
The remarks - with Kite,
Lietzke and Wadkins critizic-

Kite said he knew he "was
not
expect the remarks to be
relayed on national television.
.:We were standing around
waiting to hit. You don't ex-

The round was played in
gusty, tricky winds which sent
scores soaring and played a
part in the most critical shot of
the day, a tee shot that set up

wired for sound" but did

Pate's double bogey on the par
3 17th hole. It happened well
after the national television
cameras had ended their
coverage.
"I just got my body in front
of it," Pate said. "With the
wind, it went well to the
right."
He flubbed his chip from wet
rough, got on in three and 2putted. He went from one

tory in five years of tour activity, shared the secondround lead with Pate .and
...clung to a piece of it with a 72.
Pate shot a 73 and was tied
with Johnny Miller at 208.
Miller reeled off one string of
three birdies and finished with
68, matching the best score of
4
the day.
It was another two strokes
to Gary Player, Bob

back

ahead to one behind.
Mahaffey, who beat Pate in
a playoff for the 1978 PGA ti-

Murphy and Leonard Thompson at 21b. Player had a 69.
Murphy 70, Thompson 73.

tle, shot a 70, and was tied with
Tewell at 207, six under par.
Tewell,- seeking his first vic-

.

Defending champion Tom
Watson wask well hack at 214
after a 73.

ing to take a while; there's
about a hundred issues and we
only talked about one."
Moffett referred to a pro-

GOODIYEAR SERVICE

RVIeE

posal by the owners to adjust
the amount of compensation a

STORES

team receives after losing a
free agent. The owners proposed that a team signing a

Calloway County
Track Results
The Calloway County track
team finished sixth in a 13team field in the Paducah In-

(First place) 136-9.
Shot Put - Ron Childress
(Fourth place)45-2.

vitational this weekend.
Long Jump - Gary Emer-

Its next meet is its own invitational at 3:3Q p.m. this

son (Second place)20-2Lz.

Thursday.

Mile Relay - Fourth place

Individual Results
Discus - R9n

(Dale Torsak, Mike Holloway,

Childress

Keith Lovett, Mark Gibson

4-PLY
POLYESTER CORD
WHITEWALLS!

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
ALTO RACING
LONG BEACH, Calif. , AP , Brazilian Nelson Piquet streaked to his
first Formula One victory in the fifth annual Long .Beach Grand Prix, a race
marred by a -serious accident involsmg
Swiss driver Clay Regaz7.oni.
Piquet's victory margin over secondplace Riccardo -Patrese was 49.28
seconds, nearly a full lap.
Ftegazzom, who was reported in
serious but stable condition, was injured
when his Ensign car appearently lost its

NBA Standings
By The Assoelmed Peva
Essters undermine
Alfas* Division
W L
Pet. GB
21
61
x-Bostcn
.744
58 73
.733
2
y-Washington
39 CI
.476 Z2
33 Clt
New York
.476 72
34 48
New Jersey
.45
Central Divn
50 32
1-Atlanta
.610
41
9
41
y-lioustm
.502
41 41
9
y-San Antcroo
.500
• e
Cleveland
.451 13
✓ 48 .4t1 13
Indiana
16 66
Detroit
.195 34
Western Conference
Midwest Winn
49 33
1-Milwaukee
47 35
y-Kansas City
.573
2
30 52
(Imago
386 19
33 52
19
Denver
24 58
L,'tah
.293 25
Pact& Milks
721
SD 22
x-Lce Angeles
4
56 26
Seattle
,
'
483
55 27
5
y-Phomix
35 44
y-Portland
463 22
35 47
San Diego
.CE
34 58
Golden State
193 36
xciinched &hien title
y-clinched piayolf berth
Setardny's Goose
Clacago Ill, Utah 106
Simday's Goma
Philadentaa 116, Boston 110
Cleveland 111, Atlanta 102
Wanton 121, Incbana 106
Milwaukee 107. Utah 91
San Antonio 144. Detroit 124
Washington 93, New Jersey r
Les Angeles 95. Golden State 93
Kansas City 114, Chicago 110
Phoenix 121,5w, Diego 101
Seattle 135, Portland 104
END REGULAR SEASON

breaks as he approached a hairpin turn.
The car flipped over stacks of tires and a
retaining wall. trapping Regazzom inside for more than 20minutes
BRISTOL. Tenn . AP , - Dale Earnhardt continued his bad for the Grand
National stock car point title by winning
his second race in a row, capturing the
Southeastern 500
Earnhardt. who won the Atlanta 500
two weeks ago, averaged 96 477 mph in a
Chevrolet over the 533-mile track. Darrell Waltrip was second.
GENERAL
TUCSON,Ariz. AP -Former Olympic track star Jesse Owens lost ground in
his battle against the twin effects of a
lung infection and inoperable lung
cancer, a University of Arizona hospital
official said.
The official said Owens' condition was
-very critical, and it continues to
detertoriate"

076.13 whitewall,
plus $1 77 CET
nc trade needed
'

0
• Over 10,00
for
gripping edges
traction
belts
• Double steel
and
strength
for
wear
quiet
• Asmooth,
Goodyear radial
.

Transactions
Syr* Associated Press
AUTO RACING
LONG BEACH, Calif. (API Brazilian Nelson Piquet streaked to his
first Formula One victory in the fifth annual Long Beach Grand Prix. a race
marred by a serious accident involving
Swiss driver Clay Regazinru.
Piquet's victory margin over secondplace Riccardo Patrese was 49.28
seconds, nearly a full Lip.
Ftegazzoru, who was reported in
senous but stable condition, was injured
when his Ensign car appearently lost its
breaks as he approached a hairpin turn.
The car flipped over 'stacks of tires and a
retaining wall, trapping Regazzoru inside for more than 20 minutes
Dale EarBRISTOL, Tenn . AP
nhardt continued his bid for the Grand
winning
car
by
stock
title
point
National
his second race in a row, capturing the
Southeastern 500.
Earnhardt, who won the Atlanta 500
ged 96977 mph in a
two weeks ago,
• -Chevrolet over-the .533-mile track- Darrell Waltrip was second.
GENERAL
TUCSON, Ariz.(AP)- Former Olympic track star Jesse Owens lost ground an
his bottle against the twin effects of a
lung iriection and inoperable lung
cancer, a University of Arizona hospital
official mid.
The official sail] Owens'condition was
".'very critical, and it continues to
deterioriate '•

Easter
Morning Special

P1 55/80R13

blaCkwall.

plus $1.59 FET

and old tire

Power Guide
• Dependable

bias ply construction
•Strong, smooth-riding performance
• Distinctive whitewall styling

SALE
PRICE

ride
radial
• Fuel saving
construction
ply

D78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15

lta 78-13

el115, 75513
P195 75814

WRITE
WALL
PRICE
947.80
$31.45

Metric Size
P.55 90013
P155 89014
P.55 60015
P155 Reels

$45.00
$55.65

P205
P215
P225
P195
$1 59
$I II
Si 73
ti 91

668 40
957 33

ER76 14
FR76.I4
GR18-14
MR18•14

75014
79814
75514
75015

P205 75015
P215 754115
P225 15815

p235 7915

FR18 15
0078 15
14878
1.1178

Just Say 'Charge It'

L78-15

$79.20
$72.58
$75.03
678 IS
$410 80
Sea 45

,
11FARD6111

Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account

•C.

Your Calikernaa Connection

SUPERSTAR I

830"
15.7

Irs

NnurCa4.1orrne onner t.oel

inur(anincn.•( ernnerfinn
,

CAUFORNIA
WIRE

DYNAMO II

sirs 557,5

4995 85195

14.6

15x6

Super for vans, RV's, pickups.
Rugged Interco nnected steel
spokes, durable painted white
finish, custom red and blue stripes

I PROTECT MOVING PARTS

. 14.7

15.5

Triple-plated chrome steel, Europeinspired design. The classic look
for any car, comes complete with
all hardware

PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Transmission
Service
88
88

Lube & Oil Change
Gibson Country Ham
Pkg. of 2 center slices plus 2 end slices

$2.19

$

per pound

I

Includes up to five quarts
MIDI brand 10w30 chi
- Oil Offer extra If needed

r

Whole Country Ham

$ .69

per lb

\

Gibson Ham Co.

• Oil change • Chassis Lubrication
9-point maintenance check: • Differential fluid •
Air filter • Power steering fluid • Brake fluid •
TflInftni%Sinn fluid • Battery water level • Battery

107 N. 3rd. St.

cables • Tire air pressure • Belts and Noses
Includes many imports and light trucks Please call
for appointrnent

Murray, Ky.
-12Sot.
Phone 753-1601

I 24\1veruy

733-0593

$

Additional parts

and seivices
extra if needed
• Drain and replace transmission fluid • Install new
pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
and bands, where appli(Able • Most U S cars
come imports

<

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy: Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge• Visa
• American Express Card • Carte !Nanette • Diners Club • Cash

GOODYEAR'S YOUR WHEEL STORE,T00...
FEATURING SALE PRICES ON SUPERIOR!
SUPIRIOR

SAVE
NOW
THRU
SAT
URDAY'

H78-15

$141.65
7i.50
$74.29
$75-05

4t*IN
q

SAVE $1000
POWERGARD
40 BATTERY

t:w$4600

As

FREE
INSTALLATION
flush top seal
battery eilminales
pernodir checking.
against
improper watering. protects
Stays clean in

1527

Popular custom wheel four-spoke
or five-spoke, lightweight turbine
design Chrome-plated cap -included

servic,. resists heat,
vibration and

overcharging

Off
erEndsSaturday

;

le? 11
6'd0
ePo"
2171P
n:
2
re'S'Ream'pPt

roriecaeall"
$1000 %Imps trade

946 Op

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice
REGULAR
FRONT END
ALIGNMENT
SERVICE

$1788

$3988

LIFETIME'
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

You pay only once Crow then on, we'll align
your car's front end at no charge every 4.000
miles or whenever its needed
for as long
as you own your car No problems No hassleNo fooling,

• inspect all tour tires • Set caster, camber, and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and steering systems
Most I) S care Foreign cars at our option Front wheel drive and cheveitee extra Parts and additional Service,

extra if needed
'LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
for as long as you own your car, we will recheck and align the front end, if needed, every 6 months or 5,000 miles or wiiene vp, needed
Valid Only at the Goodyear Service Store where purchased Otter does not corer the replacement of tires ind/or parts that become WW1 Or
damaged Agreement void if service work affecting the alignment is performed by any other outlet

Goodyear'Service Store statr::‘,„„
Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m, Mon.-Sat.
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ADULTS ONLY
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"

)1tes
Bob
rnp69,

VACATIONS
FOR TWO TO

Corn
214

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

ORLANDO

INCLUDES:
4 DAYS•3 NIGHTS• ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
•CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR RENTAL CAR •
TWO DAYS ENTRANCE FEE TO DISNEY
WORLD • 16 PASSES
OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE
Kennedy Space Center 4,4LCypress Gardens • Sea World
Circus World • Stars Hall of Fame

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS
THIS IS A "SUNNY" THOUGHT

$300 "Palm Tree" Savings Bond
$50.00 U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
WINNERS CAN "SWAY" WITH THESE.

$400 "Tropical" Savings Certificates

p
.

AT

Bank of Murray Security Federal
Peoples Bank
Hopkinsville Federal Savings St Loan Assn.
THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS
OF THE NEWSPAPER
"YOUR CHANCE"
NAME

Clip and deposit
at any of the
Participating
businesses.

ADDRESS
TEL #

SUNFEST REGISTRATION

BE A WINNER!

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS!

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
1 you ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner. Clearly print your name. address and phone number
on the YOUR CHANCE" provided by each participating business and this Newspaper.
2

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult - per
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eligible to play

3

ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win•
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries Since this program is
strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable th2n a comparable Statewide or Na.n
tionwide p

4

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR 'HANCE
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
will be declared void

THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
(A) Each week the following will be awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES. (Total of $50000 for Program.) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the of
tibial end of this Program
b Six $50.00 U S Savings Bonds (Total of
$30000 for the Program)
(B) IN ADDITION. FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected from drawings during 10th week of the program (All winners
must use these vacations within 3 months
after the end of the Program I
(C) IN ADDITION. THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO -SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will .not be awarded All entries become the property of this Newspaper,
and none will be re-turned

5

7. Some Travel Dates Not Available

* ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
* ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NtWSPAPER NO
LATER. THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES. ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINXERS ONLY. THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!
* VONNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED.

• Register at the participating businesses shown on the following pages as many times as you
like. No purchase necessary to win. You must be 18 years of age or older to win.
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED. Winners names will be published every week in,the store's
advertisempnt where they wort. You must read the ads every week to find out if yOu have won.
If you are a winner your name and address will appear in the advertisement and you have four
•
days to notify the newspaper.
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Make Your
Pier 1 imports
Easter Dinner
Prices On
Reservations Early
Furniture
Reduced
To 1978 Prices!!!

kei
IhooNt

Stop
Food Shoop,

Nwy 641 N

I

753-1673

•%11DUINC
ALE-A-THONi

Pier 1 Has
Reduced Prices
On All
Furniture
storewide 10-20%

Always!

FriendlyCourteous
Service
When shopping Archway's
Music Dept.

Due to a cut in warehouse prices we are
reducing these prices Permanently. This
is not a sale just our way to fight inflation.

Coll Extention No. 145

Wool Area Rugs

All Items Guaranteed
Best
Deals
In Town

6'0'REDUCED

753-5986

$10000

Alexanders

Lmited QuontIty Avoilable.

Pier I imppAirrSes

Murray Sewing
Center 153_5323
Bel-Air Center

at the

Holiday Inn

See all that's new and especially
nice for their best-dressed
holiday ever!

Open
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Except Fri. 10-8

(WM11111111111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllllllll

NEW

...for you
Order Now
For
Mother's Day
Graduation

bac ksea m pantyhose

Or

Bobcat Sport option

SYSTEM
25"CONSOLE TV

glf1t1011D gfiriap

Birthdays

Big on features
4 .1
)

Personalized
Watches
by
Parker

OFF
10%

Bobcat 3-Door
Runabout

Little on price!
Standard features include: steel-belted radials, rack
and-pinion steering, electric rear window defroster, AM
radio', hatchback with fold-down rear seat, and more
'May be deleted for crecht

Early American
• The BARLOW • S2518M
A beautiful Maple finish is applied
to the durable wood products on
top and ends The decorative
gallery, front and bracket loot
base are of simutated wdodi et a
matching triAh

TUCKER TV
1914 Coldwater Rd.

753-2900

Ease on down.. . to our Sign of the Cat.
In Stock From $4977.00

On All
Makes
A
'Wonderful
Gift

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th_Street
7534961

Diamond Dancer's backseam
pantyhose collection brings I
the kind of sophisticated leg
dressing you want for today's'
fashions An elegant touch to I
your special outfit —it means
excitement

an,
The Accessory Boutique
Central Cente(

753-7598

SPECIAL ORDER
WALL COVERING
Expires 4-540

Black's
Decorating
Center
701

SO

4th St
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Picri-n-fvur
44-Crt RODUCES 1HE.
PROUDO0

Extension
Cords

LOinOqiCIW:
AA

yi'MN

SOAR
COOVAR
MICROWAVE OVEN THAT
TAKES UP NO COUNTER SPACE!
N11

-11111

Di0
Earil

We'd like
to help
you
build yours today

DISCOUNT
SHOES
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
1 P.M.-5 P.M.

HOBB'S

Mon.-Thurs. 10:00-5:00
Friday 12:00-8:00
Saturday 10:00-5:00
1303 Chestnut (Across From Dixieland Center)

New Counter Saver,
'
111,croware Oren Feature,

$30 Cash
Rebate
Available
Up To S100 on Selected Models

Thr

I M I BANKof
MURRAY

Men's

1 600

Joggers
Men's

Men's leather

Shoes

Joggers

Children's

Ladies

Spring Styles

Shoes

FDIC

Children's

Joggers

West Ky. Appliance
641 N. Across From (.1. Roos, Smorgasbord 753-4478

PICKENS
lightingi

David Sykes Rt 2 Eton
299M 489 2230 'won the
$50 00 merchant certificate

1 300

cCente41

THOMAS
INDUSTRICS
LIGHTING

PICKENS
Supply Company

Open at 12 00 Noon

901 Arcadia

II
the

753-6822

Don't
Miss
This
Special

$8_ 8

•
3pectatcy
34.op

416 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Beautiful
All Purpose
Bookcase 29"
Wide,6 Ft. Tall
with 5 adjustable
shelves.
Choice of Woods

'boa

- - :,..,.Not Exactly as Pictured)
•

• • •......

Degiatmen6

Dunn's
Furniture
Warehouse

eiv

4
WOMEN'S PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FOOTWEAR

HOOK'S

U.S. 641 N.

EASTER
VO
S'
niluEs

Wheel Alignment, Inc.
408 North 4th St.
753-6779

753-3037

THE SAVING PLACE

$2088

We have a large

VI 3-HP 71/4" Circular Saw
Double-insulated motor delivers
5300 RPM's Complete with 71 4
combination blade Save now

selection
of car &
truck tires
Men and Women!
Boys and Girls!

Don't Forget Our
Front End Alignment
& Wheel Balancing

Now you can get your hair in
holiday shape! We're experts
at styling, coloring, cutting,
perms! See us!
The return of the classics is now
and what s more classic than the
!ZOO'LACOSTE • all cotton sportshirt
with the alligator emblem trademark
In colors for golfing and leisure, its
the shirt for year round comfort and
good looks Sizes S. M, L. XL

$2088
CLOSEOUT
SPECIAL

Fine- and coarse-grit wheels

5" BENCH GRINDER
Grinder with
3.2-amp motor, eye shield.

7

erenda 3

'Good Thru Saturday

BEAUTY SALON
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
753-4582

700 U.S. Highway 641
1
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Make
Eating A
Pleasure

New

Prom
Dresses

For
Breakfast
Lunch
or Dinner
Try

Daily
Come in
Soon While
The Selection
Is et Its
Best

The
Shoocase
S

Prom
Wedding
Pageant
Headquarters

y 189•77

—

Arriving

SOUTHSIDE
RESTAURANT

2-HP CHAIN-DRIVE
4, TILLER

I;

Compact and lightweight

tor easier portability and

h a ndli n g....-lit -driutbte- end
lasher tines; 4-position
adjustable drag bar con•,ols titling depth. Throttled
.' _ utch handle mounted.
- -tandle folds for storage.2C

;

•

Cooks Three Ways!

John Boltz
16)0 Poplar
753 8265 won the savings
bond

t 1 89.95
:4141

Delude model features MicroTouchiv Control Panel and it, you
cook fast by
time or
Temperature or slow with the
Automatic Simmer N Cook
Setting MicroThermometer
Temperature Control
Memory entry and Memory Recall
Digital Clock Four Power Levels Defrost function with Digital
Countdown Spacious I 3 Cu Ft Capacity Audible Feed Back
ond Function and Power Level Indicator Lights •

Price 2
Sale

Southside Shopping Center

Yes, We Are Open
7 Days A Week

MICROWAVE
OVEN

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

22-IN. SELFAT PROPELLED
.; MOWER

$

Starting

3,1hp

Handle-mounted
controls

engine with easy -lift start
Front-wheel drive, fingertip height
's adjuster. Fully baffle&
34

Ais95

ni TI
it• CIPE

800a INCLUDE()

Murray Appliance
East Main

753-15116

Planning A Vacation?
Peoples Bank Can
Make It Easier With

Travelers Checks with no issue charge.
Accidental death insurance.
CheCash
Personalized Identification Card
Safe Deposit Box
National discounts on car rental, motels
and recreation

All this and more for a low monthly fee.
Who will explain all the advantages of
PEOPLES BANCLUB?

)
1EOPLES/BANK
l'HUAY

KY

Mrtor I. 1.1,

WEELS1

(51

Just Arrived
New Spring

Belts
All Easter

Accessories
Shoes
9
9

t3
C11

SHOE
BIZZ
Bel-Air Center

Come By,
,See Glen,'
And You'll See
c:Why More People )
-f
Bring Their
t
Prescriptions To Scott‘)
(.:11/ ,
S
WI !NAN)

cotr

4, lull ()MK; S IOW

CHESTNUT STREET

MURRAY

BEM

let
4

Two Things To Appreciate
Good Friends &
Fine Clothes!

CORN-AUSTIN

Hit

ftK

),

1 I- 1H.f.H & I 111/--> $10tidui, %lark h ji LYN('
• _

Quick,likc an
Epster bunny....

Tide

Fasmiziely

SUNDAY
BUFFET

s495
Or
Less

10 Lb. 1101.

58
c
Crackers

The

Clothes
Closet

1 Lb. Ilex

Zesta

Or Less

SouthsideMonor

-FIVE MEATS-SALAD BAR-SIX VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLSAND CORNBREAD-

,

.
39
c
on ons Bag
Yellow

3 Lb.

Or Less

Yernor's

•
Ginger ,
Ale

Your money
MULTIPLIES!
Murray

..

&

$139
10% OFF

Or Less

DWarehatouseT

Murray
Far
South
.......,-,.;
Downtown
Branch
Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

6 Pac

(menu changes weekly)

All
Spring & Summer Merchandise

3

spec'•01 One Group 1 /

Foods

No Charge-No Refund

South 4th

715 So 12th St
753-1214

OFF

Prices Good thru 4-5-80

Independently Owned & Operated by
Jackie Brandon and Frank Hinton

Settle-Workman Co.
One Rork Girl s

1/2

Dresses

Downtown Murray
I bought
my
Easter Wardrobe
From The Place

Easter
Dresses
6 mo - 1 4 years

Good Selection

Dress Shoes
For The
Entire Family at Reasonable Prices

One Rack Spring & Summer Children's

Sportswear

All Ladies

Purses

/2
III

Off

Toiletries By

Lenel

All Lod es Spnnq

Coats & Dresses 1 00/ Off
1 Table Girls'

1 Sandals

1 Group Ladies

Swimwear

1/
2

Shop

For Men 8. Women

200

tk
Place

1 Group Children's

Swimwear

PR.

Values to 11.99

Price

1/
2

All Boys

Suits

6 mo 16 yr

10 h

Price

Off

Trade at Settle-Workman where you will find quality merchandise
at a reasonable price for the entire family. We always appreciate
your business.

All Men's

Suits

10% 50% off

S trih st

Isitiabor

The 4-wheelers
dream deal!
01111Y $99*

NE.

for
the
sof
t
top
when you buy your new

There's A Lot Happening
Now At

the tome to but a rugged.
1980 Jeep CI tunoWsto dnve
4 wheel drive Jeep C..1'

Tanning Salons
It's not"just" a tanning salon anymore

SN
APPE
R.
Mowers
Tractors

•Only $99.
Regular
List Price of $274.
reduced by $175.

Yes, the beautiful, more professional nails
that you women will love. No more worry
about those ugly broken, split nails.
We have the al swer

Call or come by for an .ppointment

No.8 Dixieland Center
753-3011
41

Mon.-Wed.,Sat. 10-5430
Thurs., Fri.-10-5

7

plus mowed openings or the 000fS
bsted at $99 So per the best
deal of the year but get going fast,
This sensational of
venom.;
ordered try march 3, or deuveted
April 30 leo
• PLUS the best rue economy of any

We Are Now
Your New
Sculpture
Nails

for you.

• Now

Any way you cut it...rtt a snap with SNAPPER'

Snapper Dealer

Just loot. what you ye got going
• A snug soft !oç to,your ci or .c...1
with side and rear glassine onserts

I v.h.e+ dnve 4enfcle built ri ArnenCa •

Spring Reduction Sale On
All Jeeps

Murray Lawn
& Garden Center
Bank Rate Financing

753-3361

get ()ones doused scrubbed
and clean the tub and agitator
work together creating a powerful
churning current of cleaning power
Its Frtgidaire's 7-way fvtra Surging
Wash Action
'For big-family wash loads you need
btg-fomily copocity This Frigidaire
Heavy Duty Washer con toke on
full 14 pounds of laundry at one
time Helps you save hot water and
detergent by washing one big_ toad
instead of several small ones
'Jo

*Mowers
*Tractors
Buy Where You Can
Get Service After The Sake.

From Frigidaire. A Heavy
Duty Washer that offers
big-family capacity at
a budget price:

Drop By And Se. One Of Our
Salo!-Ian Or Call For An
Appointinc 'After 6:00 P.M.
at

753-6449

with trade

all your clothes
properly Frigidaire offers two
cycles -- Regulor and Quick plus

•To care for

three temperature combiantions:
Hot Wash Cold Rinse, Worm
Wash/Cold Rinse. Cold Wosh'Cold
Rinse
'Depend on Frigidaire to keep lint
from setting bock on your clothes
The lint Filter traps lint yet lets
water recirculate bock into the tub.
Snaps in and out for easy cleaning
too

753 1713

U.S.641 North

299

MUMMY KENTUCKY
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Get to the people
who mean business.
About pleastwe.

Ladies' Newest
II

Diamond

We're
No. le
In The
Lake Lands

Cluster Ring

Tile Best Pizza In Town.' Honest
Good News'
Mr. Gatties
i(luill_ es

"THE GREAT GATTI'S"
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special
,,11t pasta w !ft

Limited
Edition
750

2„
7 (With Dinner

. ...A with Pepper ickp-

•

gad.. b...o 1 $1

TUESDAY NIGHT 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

AN
na

GI
RABBIT
Free pizza
or other
prizes in
Mr.Gatti's

sktr

Choice of White or Yellow Gold

.

MICHELSON'S

ritirdrt,1
,

\\y

(

Bei Asr Shopping
Murray Ky
,

TheBlackford
House
Gallery

0
198
Eggstravaganza

"SERVING THE JACKSON PURCHASE"

(John 15:13)

This new limited edition print of Artist Gory
Adams depicts several articles pertaining to
the life of our Lord Jesus Christ. The sandals
represent tile many miles Jesus traveled
during ,kces earthly ministry. The silver coins
represent the selling of Christ by Judas The
crown of thorns was placed upon his head
and they began to salute him saying. Hail
King of the Jews' Greater Love is limited to
only 750 signed and numbered full color pun
ts and lists for 515 00 retail

So-lad $1.59)

1130AN\

Full
Color
14x111

"Greater Love"

Now through April 6 at participating Mr Gartl'S
NO purchase required

Classical

Spring
Footnotes
For
Jana Bell and You...
ianna Bell, going to

hti rt h

lana Kell, going to the Cheri.

On The Square,
Murray

You've Gotta See This

lana Bell, waiting
Gatti's.

1.“ Pi//a

4

II new 1929 Model A Super Deluxe
eproduction. Convertible-rumble seat. 4
yl. motor, rock and pinion steering. 4
speed, AMIFM cassette radio. 2 Spar* tiresluggage rack, side mirrors, and many other
extras. Come on in and see

at 'sir.

Parker
Ford Inc.

•

Famous Namebrands
at the lowest
prices in town.

•

lana Bell, dancing at the Jaycee Center.
Jana Bell. shopping at the Cherry
Branch

••
••
•
•
LE
SA
•
•
PRICES
•
IMII•••••••

•
•
•
•

On All

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Floor Lamps
Wood Rockers
Lane Chests
Table Lamps
•
•
STOREWIDE SAVINGS •

CRASS
FURNITURE _

•

•

•
•
•
•
.
D
REDUCF
•
•

•• to 50%
•••
•••
•••
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jarvie kent-ob
,
'11‘

BY DALTON

_

to•
/

Hush
Puppies'
double
ploy
business or pleasure
dress up or dressdown Whatever
you're doing the fit is
natural The feel is
comfort And the
mileage is terrific
Wherever the good life
take- you, take Hush
Puppies shoes and
double your fun
e•re.

Silk
Flowers

A classic approach
to summer
By James Kenrob
of course
Two-tone stripe
2-button blazer
Sizes 6 to le

Make Beautiful
Corsages
For

Solid color
crepe-de•chme
long sleeve
bow blouse
Sizes 6 to 18
Solid color
pulk.on skirt
SiZes 6 to IS

or.• k
• • •:•
•
•
• .........
••
••

•
•
•
•

•
•
South 3rd St. aod Maple
•
•
753-3621
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••

701 Main

753-5273

• .

11111111h
•

^1

0

:
1

Cow/

112111Shoe Store *ore

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

gke,

•Easter
*Weddings
*The Prom
*Most Any Occasion

Wildiegoptspry
Dixieland

753-0859

Center
Murray
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RECAST
Farmers Will Pay 10 Percent
More For Chemical Protection
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
AP )
WASHINGTON
Farmers will pay an average
of about 10 percent more for
chemicals to protect their
crops this year than they did
in 1979, says the Agriculture
kpartment.
Supplies of pesticides - which include chenucals to
kill weeds as well as insects
mai other pests -- are expected to be "adequate to
meet overall ,farm needs," a
new reportsaid Wednesday.
"Manufacturers' insecticide
supplies are off by 3 percent,
but there are larger titilLi normal stock carry overs for
distributors,, dealers .and
farmers," it said.
."'Farmers' herbicide requirements will rise about 2 to
O percent this year. In-'
secticide use is likely to be up
8 to 10 percent over 1979's abnormally low levels."
The report, "Evaluation of
Pesticide Supplies and Demand for 1980," was issued by
the department's Econotnics,
Statistics and Cooperatives

Service. It was written by. surveys, farmers spent $2.86
Theodore R. Eichers, an billion on pesticides in 1978,
economist in the agency.
which "is somewhat higher"
''Pesticides account for only than USDA's estimate for that
3 or(4 percent of farmers' pro- year of about $2.25 billion, the
• ion expenses, but they are report said.
essential tools in modern farThe industry figures showed
ming,"the report said.
that in 1978 corn farmers spent
"Pesticides prevent major the most on pesticides (mostly
losses to insect and disease weed-killing chemicals,some
pests which could not other- $871 million or 30 percent of
wise be controlled, and they the total, followed by soygreatly' reduce labor and beans, $593 million; and cotmachine time required to con- ton,$348 million.
trol weeds."
Other crops accounted for
Environmental factors and the remaining 1978 pesticide
federal restrictions are curb- expenditures, which included
)ng the use of many pesticides chemicals for
wheat,
- including some, like DDT, vegetables, fruits and nuts,
that have been banned peanuts and other comoutright.
modities.
Recent federal registration
According to industry
and re...-registration pro- figures cited in the report,
cedures are expected to U.S. pesticide sales may inreduce the number of crease by 30 percent between
available pesticidesfurther by 1978 and 1984, an annual gain
1985, when the process is ex- of 5 percent. That estimate
pected to be completed.
does not allow for inflation
"In addition to the, likely because it was projected in
removal of some current "constant" 1978 dollars, it
pesticides or pesticide uses, said.
new product introduction has
"On balance, pesticide use
been drastically reduced will likely'Continue upward in
•
because of higher research the next five years, but at a
and development costs and ad- considerably slower rate than
ded
registrationre- in the 1960s and 1970s," the
quirements," the report said.
report said.
will likely have a
smaller selection of pesticides
WASHINGTON 'Al"- from which to choose."
After deliberating for months,
Meanwhile, those and other
the Agriculture Department factors "all will tend to in--has decided to require federal crease pesticide costs to
meat graders and their super- farmers" in the next four or
WASHINGTON AP — The
visors to "wear clean, white five years, it said.
arrival of spring, including
frocks" beginning July 1.
"There are some forces that blizzard c.onditions in ColThe proposal to require will increase pesticide use, orado, New Mexico and Kanthem to wear clean, white and others that will reduce it sas, saw the 1980 winter wheat
frocks — outer coats—while in the future."
crop in -fair to mostly good
on the job has been under
For example, the "increas- and improving" condition,
review since October.
'ing adoption" of Integrated says the Agriculture Depart"Meat graders, as well as Pest Management — called ment.
butchers and other plant per- IPM by its advocates, which
A report for the week of
sonnel, customarily wear includes the Agriculture March 17-23 said Wednesday
frocks," officials said in an- Department and the En- that wheat stands in the Great
nouncing the decision. "The vironmental Protection Agen- Plains "needed more soil
amendment go regulations ) cy -- and other nonchemical moisture to sustain optimum
assures the maintenance of pest control techniques "will growth" but that "wind
sanitary standards by making tend to reduce the use of damage and winterkill apclean, white frocks mandatory pesticides," the report said.
peared negligible as, plants
for graders and their super"On the other hand,increas- began greening." .
visors while they are working ing costs of fuel, labor and
Pork Steak ltaliano
with meat.
machinery may reduce the
A provision will be made, of- use of mechanical cultivation
4 pork blade steaks, cut
ficials said, to "reimburse (of crops) and increase the
/
1
4 inch thick
employees for the cost of their need for pesticides."
3
tablespoons
lard or
uniforms."
According to industry
drippings
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
Its
teaspoon Italian seasoning
Trans-Continental
teaspoon basil ,
Bolt Company
can (8 ounces) tomato

Department Will
Require Meat Graders
To Wear Clean Frocks -Farmers

I.
4
4
s-

1

Winter Wheat Crop
Said To Be In 'Fair
To Good Condition

/14

Select Bolts
In

Sauce

cup water
4 slices mozzarella cheese
4 green pepper rings

for your

Farm Needs
Contact

Eddie Workman
Route I, Murray

435-4253

Plan it your way

Brown steaks in lard or
drippings. Pour off drippings.
Sprinkle salt, pepper. Italian
seasoning and basil over
steaks. Combine and add tomato sauce and water. Cover
tightly and,,cook slowly 30
minutes. Place a slice of mozzarella cheese and a green
pepper ring on each steak.
Cover tightly and continue
cooking slowly 30 minutes or
until done. 4 to 6 servings.

ion

Go ahead and make your plans
for farm and family. And if those
plans call for a loan, large or
small, come to PCA Your
Production Credit Association is a financial cooperative that speoalizes in
providing loans at competitive
rates to agricultural producers
PCA, leaders in farm financing.

has the flexibility to tailor loan terms
and repayment to fit your partn.
cuter plan. We hear you talking We understand Were
committed to helping you
achieve your goals And
with your souno program s
and our money, you can plan
it your way.

Jackson Purchase PCA
•
N.4th St.

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Lifodioalth•Homo
Car•Farm•Businiess
LOOK TO THE MELD

sod
Duey Ross

•

75=802

LET'S TALK. 0 KA

Agronomists and a grain
farmer in Kentucky have put
together a cropping system
that can solve a serious soil
erosion problem and at the
same time increase the state's
farm income by a potential
$100 million or more a year.
Soil erosion is a serious
threat to the future productivity of farmland and to the improvement in the quality of thestate's water supply.
The problem has become
worse in recent years when
the economic situation encouraged a return to grain
production on Kentucky
hillsides, in too many cases
without adequate conservation measures taken to
control erosion.
"The cropping system We
have tested on a farm since
the spring of 1977 provides a
strong economic incentive to
use needed soil conservation
practices and will be useful in
meeting requirements of the
federal 1983 Clean Waters
Act," says Ken Wells, Extension soils specialist in the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Wells, two 'other U.K
agronomists and a farmer
who is a long-standing proponent of no-tillage farming
developed the cropping
system. The agronomists are
Extension specialists H.C.
Vaught, in feed production,
and Morris Bitzer, in grain
crops. The farmer is M. W.
Russell who also is Dean of the
Ogden College of Science and
Technology at ,Western Kentucky University, The cropping plan was tested on
Russell's farm in Butler County.
The erosion-controlling,
income-boosting cropping
system combines five basic
components: Ii) a standard
midwestern corn-soybean
crop rotation, (2) fall-seeding
of small grain for a winter
cover crop, (3) doublecropping with soybeans
following wheat harvest, (4)
no-tillage planting and (5)
narrow strip cropping on the
contour.
•3f. farmers adapted the
system to only half of the 5
million acres of Class Hie and
IVe land in Kentucky, it would
increase annual gross farm income by at least $100 million
and at the same time solve
much of our erosion problem," says Wells.
The cropping plan was
tested on a moderately eroded
Christian silt loam soil with 612% slope, which agronomists
says is representative of much
of Kentucky's agricultural
land.
Corn and soybeans are
grown in alternate parallel
strips, generally on the slope
contour. After corn and soybean harvest, the field is. disc-,
ed and seeded to wheat. The
following spring corn is no-till
planted into the strip which
produced soybeans the
previous year, with the wheat
killed to provide a mulch for
corn. Wheat growing in the
strip which produced corn the

previous year is allowed to
mature for harvest, and soybeans are no-till planted in the
wheat stubble immediately
after combining.
Each year the process is
repeated except for the crop
rotation which puts Corn on
the previous year's soybean
strip and soybeans on the
previous year's corn strip.
Relatively narrow strips 20
to 50 feet wide are an important part of the plan. With
each strip 20 to 25 feet wide, a
farmer can make one round
with a 4-row combine or go
through once with an 8-row
combine."We think strips can
be up to 50 feet wide," says
Wells. "If wider than that
winter water runoff from soybean strips could build up
enough speed to cause erosion
problems."
Fertilizer is applied according to needs determined by
soil tests for phosphorus,
potash and lime and by Extension recommendations for
nitrogen. Since corn and soybeans are no-till planted, herbicides are used to control
weeds.
The. cropping system has
proved effective in controlling
soil erosion while producing
high yields of crops,according
to Wells.
"We observed, no meaningful erosion on the cropped
strips during the 3-year
period," says Wells.
The plan was put to a severe
erosion test in the winter and
spring of 1978-79 when record
amounts of rainfall occurred
in the area. Despite lack of
good soil cover from wheat,
the agronomist says there was
essentially no sheet erosion
from the strips which had
been in corn. A small amount
of sheet erosion occurred on
the soybean stubble strips, but
this stopped as it reached the
Adjacent downhill strip of land
whi-h had been in corn. .
'"Since the odds are about
one in a hundred for such
amounts of rainfall to occur,
we feel the system offers adequate erosion protection to
justify
i its use in intensifying
gra n production on sloping
land," says Wells.
Crop yields have been ex-

210E.
Math
Ph
753401
AIM•Man
.
111 111MINMEMMMIL

current lamb and wool
production has reached a 20year high throughout the
nation. Many Kentucky sheep
producers are expanding their
herds. Americans are conserving energy by wearing
more woolen clothing and
turning down their thermostats, Barkley said.
The markets office will
match customers with appropriate herd replacement
producers through collection
by telephone of information
about sheep supply and
demand.
Barkley said buyers and
sellers should call (502) 5644896 weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.,or (502)223-5261
after 5 p.m., with details about
the number, age and breed of
sheep offered or desired.
Persons seeking additional
Information about sheep
marketing should write: W.C.
Goodletts, assistant director,
Division
of
Markets,
Department of Agriculture,
Seventh Floor, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

ceptionally high, considering
the type of soil and lay of the
land, according to the
agronomist. Corn averaged
148 bushels per acre during
the 3-year period, ranging
from 138 to 154. Doublecropped soybeans averaged 52
bushels per acre, with the
range from 47 to 59. Wheat
yielded 30-35 bushels per acre
in 1978, the only harvest during the 3-year test.
"We didn't get a good
enough stand of wheat from
seedings in the fall of 1978 to
justify a grain harvest in
1979,- says Wells.
Erosion control is achieved
in this cropping system by notill planting, a winter cover
crop and maintaining high
yields of corn and soybeans
that leave large amounts of
crop residues after harvest to
help hold soil in place. With
no-till planting of both corn

Versatile Ground
Pork Helps Cut
Food Cost

and soybeans, the field is
never cultivated except for a
fall discing.
A possible weak part of the
cropping system is getting
enough fall growth of wheat
every year to provide an adequate overwinter cover. This
is a problem in years when abnornially cold weather occurs
early in November or when
field conditions prevent
harvest of corn and soybeans
early enough to seed wheat.
Two safety valves can be added for extra insurance
against a winter cover crop
failure: ( 1) Establish and
maintain a sod strip, just wide
enough to mow, between each
crop strip or (2) If corn and
soybean harvests are too- late
to justify fall-seeding small
grain, leave the strips untilled
over winter.
"Although they haven't
been tested, we feel that these
steps will control erosion if
needed," says Wells. "we
think the worst which likely
would happen is sheet erosion
across soybean strips but that

If you have reached a dead
end in your search for new
ideas for economical family
meals, change directions and
consider all the delicious and
creative things you can do
with ground pork.
There art-many routes you
can take with this budgetstretcher. Simply shape ground
pork into patties and serve
burger-style, or feature it in
meat loaves, meatballs and
casseroles. For an economy
entree with special appeal, try
ground pork, as.a savory stuffing for green pepper shells,
suggests the National Live
Stock and Meat Board.

•• re..
I

I

would be stopped at either the
next corn strip down the hill or
the narrow strip of sod."
With this cropping system,
the agronomists and farmer
who developed and tested it
conclude that long-term intensive produetion of coo and
soybeans can be continued on
sloping land while controlling
soil erosion.
In areas where small grains
can be seeded in the fall, the
system produces 1.5 acres of
harvested crops annually
from each acre farmed — a
half acre each of corn, soybeans and small grain. This is
possible by double-cropping
with soybeans following
wheat.
Wells adds, "The recipe Or
specific combination of conservation practices used is not
as important as recognizing
that the agronomic technology
is available to produce grain
intensively on sloping land
while controlling erosion. A
farmer needs to put together
, fits his
the combination that
land and farming operation." •

L'Ell UP
alh
Eohol,
High Octane[Wearied
now available at
Murray Amoco

I CPB

S i41 Murray Ky

Savory Stuffed Peppers
I/
1
2 pounds ground pork
teaspoon
„Is teaspoon pepPer,,
can (I03
/
4- ounces)'cream
of celery soup

Soon Available At

Martin Amoco
E. Main Murray. Ky.

I

can (7 ounces) whole
kernel corn, drained
I medium onion, finely
chopped
3 large green peppers
,6 tomato slices
Salt
Parmesan cheese

Supplied By

Belcher Oil Co.
Murray, Ky.
Quality Amoco Products

Jacques Seed Company
is pleased to announce
the following people as representatives for our seed corn in this area

State Ag Department
Adds 'Hot Line'Service
The Kentucky Department
of Agriculture has become a
statewide sheep market
clearinghouse by adding a
new "hot line" telephone
service for buyers and sellers
of herd replacements to its
existing slaughter lamb "Tel0-Auction" program.
According to Agriculture
Commissioner Alben Barkley,

...with a PCA operating loan.

New Cropping System Developed

Supervisor

Route 1, Murray

435-4253

Max J. Workman
Dealer

Route 1 Murray
••

435-4253

Michael D. Miller
Dealer

Route 1, Almo
753-9220

We have a complete line of proven high yielding Hybrid for this
area. Such as JX180 Early Med.-197 Med.-247 full also alfalfasoybeans-milow and sunflower.
11.
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New Yorkers Workday
Mons In Balance
Travel
NEW YoRK AP - fhe Sunda) would give subway

EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY

and bus employees of the MTA
and its various subsidiaries a
10.5 percent salary increase
over 34 months in three 3.5
percent installments.
The unions are obviously
not happ) with this proposal,'
said Walter Gellhorn. a Columbia University professor
and chief mechatikr. "But they
are encouraged that at least
the stalemate has been broken
because now there is
something concrete to be considered.Members of Local 100 of the
Transport Workers Union and
Amalgamated Transit Unions
now earn an average $18,000
per year and are demanding
an immediate 30 percent wage
and 21-month cotitract. The
MTA, facing a $250 million
deficit next year. has said
those terms are impossible.

workday travel plans of some
6 million New N'Ork.,,jrea
residents hung in the balance
today as negotiators struggled
to reach agreement on a new
contract that would keep
35.000 subway and bus
employees from crippling the
city with a strike.
Such a walkout, the first in
the nation's largest city in 14
years, would cost the New
York economy an, estimated
$200 million a day - and more
if other transit workers in the
region also walk out as has
been threatened.
On the final day of negotiations before a 12:01 a.m. Tuesday strike deadline, union officials were studying the debtMetropolitan
ridden
Transportation Authority's
first money offer.
The $210 million offer made

r otice_
1:legal_ P
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weddings of Distinction

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

The South 641 Water District of Calloway Count).
Kentucky. has designated the fourth Monday of
each calendar month at 4:30 p.m., local time, as its
regular meeting date, and has designated the law
offices of Harold T. Hurt, PSC, 105 North Sixth
Street. Murray. Kentucky. as the regular meeting
place of the District.
Signed i Carman Parks.Secretary,
South 641 Water District

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

room momonme
nom mem

Ii

rUbe9,

Olive St Murray. KY. Administrator
Bobbie Lee Thorpe,. 209 N 2nd
St. Murray KY, Deceased. Jennell Thorpe 209 N 2nd St
Murray KY AdministratdiGlenn C Wooden 904 S 17th
St Murray KY Deceased
Jessie B Wooffen 904 S 17th
St Murray. KY. Executrix
Bob L Aard 1501 London Dr.,
KY
Murray
Deceased
Machree A Ward, 1501 London
Dr Murray KY. Administratrix.
Frances W Shea Circuit Court •
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by May Hopper,
Executrix of the estate of'
Ernest Lander Hopper. aka
Ernest Joe Hopper. deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
- District Court on or before April
*qr. 1980 the date of hearing:
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
Bibte-facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Early Bird
Special
Starks
Hardware

AL)NT FR1TZI----YOU
KNOW THOSE
VITAMIN PILLS

I THINK I'LL
HAVE TO STOP

Sens/ to David C Cook Pub Co
85011 Gra.e Ave
El•to 11 60120
Arty Moggoe Schwartz

rn

Lost. Male, long-haired white
dog small in size Part Poodle
and Lhasa Apso Reward Call
437-4220

6. Help Wanted
Assistant manager for
Paducah finance office
benefits Must have
school education Call
2467

12AR4 IT, BEETLE!
WATCH WI-IERE YOU
PUT THOSE TENT
ROLLS!

BETTER GIVE ME THE
KEYS TO Ti-le JEEP

WHAT IF VD ( GEE,
THAT'S
FALLEN OFF
RIGHT
THAT CLIFF?!

.0*

Blef, ILA

60-iump./

r

11 dirfft-lio
.454-1.

18411411
0
-Th (HE5 TAKINS A
IM
--------, BAT1-1,Ci..4DE
DAGyk/OOD,14---\..
i
i

,
i

HE WAS TAKING A BATH
WHEN I CAME BY TWC
YEARS Ar...,0

IF 1 CAME SY TWO YEARS

50 CLEAN)

.:206.1 NOW, HE'D PROBABLY
STILL BE IN

THE TUB

Thrir

r
•

......
-

•

%JOT'

1

local
Good
high
441

Dental Assistant experience
helpful but not necessary if applicant it exceptional 32 hour
work week. Staring June 1980
Interested applicants send
resume to P.O Box 32 P

•AAPCw -

3

Help Wanted
Experienced
cook. day shift. Salary $150 to
$200 per week, according to
Ken-Lake Lodge
ability
Restaurant. Aurora, KY. 4742259 for appointment.
Immediate placement Will
Need
hire all qualified
motivated 17-24 year old males
for nuclear training Must be a
high school grad Have above
average ability in math,
algebra $519 monthly Room,
board. medical Two years paid
training. Call Navy (502) 7536439 .or call toll free 1-800841-8000.
Models over 18 for television,
photography, trade shows.
department stores fashion.
promotions Call 12121 751
44113 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment. 1756 Broadway.
N.Y.C. Suite 5D-GRS advertising.
Medical office- requires
Secretary/Receptionist
Medical dicta-typing essential
Bookkeeping an asset Send
resume to Administration Office, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Attention Number
204. •

9.Situation Wanted
-ee

WONDEPPUL

171 ANA AND THE BABIES
ARE COMING HERE

TO LivE
/
a4

NOT EXACTLY
HERE. SHE'LL
WORK IN
MAWITAA N.

WHERE THEN WILL THE (GOOD QUESTION, OLD
MAN MOZZ . I MUST
WIFE AND CHILDREN OF
THINK.
THE GHOST WHO WALKS
RESIDE 2
IL?

,41I

31
/
3

Chain saw chains. 3'8 pitch
for 1•6' bar. $10 25, 20$11 99. 24- . $1455 Wallin
Hardware. Paris. TN
Certified Essex seed beans
436-2824
1916 990 David Brown Case
tractor 3 pieces of equipment.
870 hours 753-0645 after
4 30 pm

753-6837.
tiave these in and out silver
buyers lett you in a lurch? I
make market every Thursday
Friday and, Saturday at Uncle_
Lee's in Paris Pocket deale rs
welcome come in Do not call
Uncle Lee's
Want to buy Junk cars Call
4148838_after 5 pm

Local Christian man age 56,
life long resident of Calloway
county, good health, best
character references. not afraid
of work, will consider any
honest lob Write to P.O. Box
32_2_

POOL
SALE!
deck
New .15'x25
Swimming pool with
filter Only 5795 00.
Call collect 502-9664258 Ask for DEAN.

For sale Air compressors and
air conditioners Come by Dill's
Electric
For sale Three loads of uSed office"- furniture, chairs, desks,
safes file cabinets 'tables
New stacking chairs for churches
restaurants
and
Fiberglass and plexiglass Russ
& Sons Salvage Mdse Inc.,
Martin, TN 38237 Phone
19011587-2420 Open Mort Fri 7 30 to 530. Sat 130 to
3 00
For sale Slide projectors. large
R P screen, 35 mm Canon
camera equipment Priced low
753-5206
Purple Martin houses 6 room.
$2399,12 room $3699. 18
$49 99, 24 room
room
$59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Plastic pipe sale CPVC hot
water pipe, 11..X10.. $1 60. 11..x10.. $3.19 Schedule 40
plastic pipe. 1
$3 29.
2-x10'. $3.99. 3-x10', $8 90.,
4-x10'. $11 99 Wallin Hardware Paris.
Need Office
Disk?
We hovetextra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price'

Wiggins
furniture
•

Hwy 641 North
753 1566

16. Home Furnishings
Early American desk excellent
condition, perfect for student
$95 Call 753-9829. ,
Commodes White $39.99, col
ors $54 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Deluxe G E pot scrubber
dishwasher avacado witti, but
cher block top $175 Floor
model G E color t v $115
Call /594401.

PUBLIC HEARING
rgt‘

Buildings,' Save $5 All steel
buildings
span
clear
30 x48- x12- for $3.861 00 •
401x48x14' for 54.691 00 •
40472)(14' for $5,965 00 •
48 it96i14' for $838900 •
Also a 40 x66.x14 straight wall
'Open one side- equipment
building for $5.758 00 only 2
left at this price. All buildings
F 0 B Factory Call (614) 2942675 collect 9 AM to 6 30 PM

Vernon's
Western
Store

Blue bridesmaid's dress size 5.
ladle s tan all weather pant
coat size 12. 43 broiler hot
plate combination 753-1746

There will be a Public Hearing on Revenue Shar'Az* at the City Halliti Hazel; Kentucky on Tuesday;
April 8, 1980, at 7:00 p.m. All citizens are encouraged tb attend.
William J. Pratt, Mayor

22. Musical
SALE
New Whalley

ofloonly

59911

New Kul:1)01019W
0, r, 0, 1,
It Mahal

Mow
-

Crest

.

$911.11
Coetsolo

Pl•••
01 t
P.aus5,

51595

vi

Kimball Music
Center

19.Um Equipment

Colas and Sterna,
(We also allow 25 to 1
exchange silver for merchandise) Excluding Sole
Merchandise

Aluminum extension ladders,
14 $31 99. 16 $3899 20
$54 99 24' $69 99 28
$9499 32 $13099 Wallin
Hardware. Paris

ideai for storing house full Of
antiques
cars
fur-ture
etc
ay-flows
business
Phone 753-7618 otter 5 00

TOO STRONG

Bayles
Sold-Silver

-

Warehouse
Storage'
Space
For Rent

TAKING
THEM

14. Want cilluy

Town/State .

M.R.B.
2, ,hor ? term
Pe e.,e,
r, for :ntorma.,0n wr.te
Box 102 Murray Kentucky
Money Bad. Guarantee

I'm! GETTING

Need pool builder in Murray
area Prefer company and con
structron business Must have
excellent reputation fte-Iten-chise tees required Call Ingram Pools. 443 8585
$356 weekly guaranteed Work
2 hours (lady at home 4178
for one hour daily) for free
brochure write SLP P 0 Box
-6613 Murray KY 42071

silver
Buying
coins, sterling
gold
silver,
lewelry.

Phone No.
Area Code)

YOU'VE BEEN
GIVING ME ? YES

vr-491:6

•

Zip Code

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces

Business loans to start, expand cv combine bills Any
amount Call Guy Hengst 753
1306 between 9 AM 2 PM

Good used electric range and
refrigerator Call 763-4359 ask
for Reinhardt

Address

I like creme

For sale antique oak table with
2 matching chairs, just
refinished Also AM-FM 8-tracit
stereo -with matching speakers
Call 436-5424
Electric range.
For sale
Frigiclare white $60 Call 759
4041
and
white
GE
Stove
refrigerator Call 1901) 247
5582 or 492 8352
mahogany
Two antique
dressers with mirrors for sale
Also a portible stereo record
player Call 436-5525 after 3
weekdays
or
Used gold carpet, will
part of it Call 489-2221

Nara
Murray Ks,
753 7113
99 Daly
1 6 Sunday

12-3- S Pop3or )ts
753-1227

Cocoa Butter
419-385-1001

16. Hume Fuinistungs

Olymp,

5. Lostarid-rour
-id---

•

1

Sales
EARN UP TO
$5.00 OR
MORE/HOUR

Name

IA

1

_ ..ntry Way Cate 121 South at
'•erry Corner Special on Ken
•...ky Lake Fiddlers. $2 75
..enty-one Shrimp Basket
, 15
!,-ar we do best is care
'edllne /536333

Scotts Turf
Builder at

*

=RtEND,

tank
cleaning
:2usiness due to illness.
'o his son-in-low Ricky
Alexander. The business
2nd phone will remain the
ime, Rex asks
..,stomers to call Ricky
the septic tank ser- e 753-5933.
-,ept lc

ONE

?

753-8298

NOTICE
Rex Camp has sold his

3-3

HERE'S THE WORLD
FAMOUS CENSUS TAKER
MAKIN6-1415 ROUNDS

10. Bus. Oppoiturut)

2 Notice _

_

NOTICE AS TO TIME
MEETINGS OF
REGULAR
OF
SOUTH 641 WATER DISTRICT

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
Attlitnis against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification_
Jay B Futrell. Rt 2' Hazel KY
42049. Deceased. Clot ice
Sanders. 1454 41st AVe Vero
Beach, FL Executrix
Emma Fair. 217 rvan St Mur-ray. KY. Deceased. Edward L
Hepdon. New Concord KY ExAnswer to Saturdal.'s Puzzle
ecutor.
COMBO BOOM,
James Thomas Hayes. 1605
EMODOO 0000M3 Belmonte Drive. M urray. K.
MO ON000 OM= Deceased. Marcus Roderic
MCD ODOM MOIM Hayes, 311 Parkside Dr.
MOOD OD000 DM Henderson. TN 38340, Executor.
Ernest White Rt 3 Box 118.
MM00000 DOOM Murray, KY Deceased Virginia
Me 00030 0133M White. Rt 3. Box .118. Murray
IMO DOWD DISCI KY. Administratrix
MOO DOOMO 0° J. Lacy Hopson. Rt.7 Murray
CM0000 000000
KY, Deceased, Pat SnaW HopMUG= MOO= son, Rt.], 'Murray KY Executrix.
44 Algerian
34 Dinner
Opal Edwards Hurt.. Rt.1
seaport
course
Kirksey. KY. Deceased. Buford '
45 0-1- connec36 Inclined
Hurt. Box 461 Murray. KY. Adtor
roadway
47 Exist
ministrator
37 Affix
49 Pedal digit
39 Sly looks
Leo H. Rand 510 S.8th St.
50 Fast plane
41 Binds
Murray, KY, Deceased Clara D.
tnit
42 Mast
Rand. 510 S 8th St Murray
53 Conjunction
43 Exact
KY. Executrix
Minnie E Marimpietri, 1806B
10 11 1
9
111
5 6 7
KY.
Murray
Monroe St.
14
Deceased Robert H Hopkins
IS
1617
1500 Cardinal Dr Murray, KY
1
Executor.
21
20
Ilee Keys. Westview Nursing
25
124
Home. Murray. KY, Deceased,
28 30
Mildred Russell. 321 N 7th St..
28
27
1
I
Murray KY Executrix.
34
133
32
011ie Key. Rt 1 Hazel: KY
311
37
42049 Deceased Ortis Key.
3925 Linda Dr . Paducah. KY
41
40
42001. Co-Executor Clovis
45
44
..
Brown. Rt.4. Murray. KY. Co49
49
47
Executrix. Lowell Key Rt 4.
Murray, KY. Co-Exectitor,
,
54
59
?
52
Helen Martin &hams 1708
i
57
56
Olive St.. Murray. KY, Deceased. J. Braxton Williams. 1708

10 THE(LISSIFIEDSI

23. Exterminating

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ptione 7Y1'39'4

24. Miscellaneous
Duo-therm central air unit
36 000 BTU $400 Complete
with hookups 436-2514
Feed one adult for 57 06 weekly including 1 lb meat daily
choice of eight fresh vegetables
and grains Free details IL
Box 286 Hardin, KY 42048
Finisfied oak•ftooring random
samples 150 sq ft Phone
'
753-9880 after 5 pm

For sale 235 M F tractor 9.
disc 200 gallon trailer type
sprayer with pump Wagon Call
492-8429 atter 4 pm
For sale Three 12 Ford trip
plows Also good heavy duty
inside
stock
n 436.2552
John Deere disc, 1911- double fold $6250. six 16- plows.
$3250. 6 rctw John Deere
cultivator W000. 12 John
Deere chisel plow. 51.850 15'
coHlvator. $3000, four scaffold
wagons $250 each. 8 row
trailer type boom spraier
$800 2 row Holland trailer
type tobacco setter $1000
Call 489-2141 after 6 pm

_Lawn mower battery. 24 month
guarantee $24 99 exchange
Wallin Hardware Paris .,

MF-35 Massey Ferguson diesel
tractor plows discs and wood
splitter Call 489-2705
M Farmall excellent condition,
disc, plow plus brackets to
mount corn picker $800 Call
753-3068
Six row Co-Op sprayer. two row
Ferguson cultivator two row
John Deere corn drill. two 53
model Chevrolet grain trucks.
one wagon with sides, one 69
Chevrolet grain truck with twin
lifts One 18 hp Johnson boat
motor Call 753-4120 Or 1530798
Supe, C Farmall. 3 pieces of
equipment plus 6' mower Excellent condition $2000 Call
(901)642-6431 after 6 pm.

26:7V-Rid

Tillers. 5 hp. chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine $229 99
Wallin Hardware, Pans, TN
Tractor flats . repaired. new
tires. Goodyear, Firestone. and
B F Goodrich Get our price
before you buy! ViriSon_ Tractor
Co. 753-4892
Truck tool boxes, heavy dirty
$8950 tax included Vinson
Tractor Co...753-4892
Used AC no till planters, 4 to 9
row Also John Deere no till
planters Vinson Tractor Co
7534892

tirquipment
2-03Por
Men's Raleigh Grand-Prix 10speed racing-touring bike
- mint condition'. $135 1901 642-8790

a1I/ isia
2T. 4-D-28 Martin guitar excellent
condition. $700 436-2411
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN
Repossesed piano, balance due
of, monthly payments Also
practice pianos J & B Music
753-7575.
Save 25% on all new &flitter
organs during March Beginn
mg at only $400 I & B Music,
Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray
Used console stereo, only $25.
Also repossesed console stereo,
monthly payments. 753-7575

Free puppies Also lamps and
drapes for sale Call 489.2669
after 5 pm

Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee 534 99 exchange
60 rrionth Luarantee $44.9.9
exchange "allin Hardware
Paris
Panasonic AM:FM 8-track
itereo Call 753-6562 or 7538666
Two portable buildings. 9'x12',
newly constructed
best
materials, $695 each Ope.
house type, one barn type. Call
474-8800 after 4 pm
We buy and sell good used furniture and appliances The Odd
Shop Highway 641 Paris 6428250
Black and white floor style
television, excellent condition
Call 753-5914 after 4 pm
Two repossesed 25- color t vs.
remote control lake up small
monthly payments Warranted
& B Music. 753-7575Extra nice 1911 Winco mobile
home. 12x60 2 bedrooms
with
large living room
fireplace. reCently remodeled
354-6493
10x50 Homette trailer. $2000
or best offer Call mornings.,
354-8061
Two bedroom, 1973 Richardson natural gas heat and central ai Located at Riveria
Courts $4800 Call 436-2430
after 6 pm.
Two used mobile homes One
65x12 and one 52x12 Call
436-5553
1974 Universal 12x60, central
air, washer and dryer, fully furnished. new carpeting. Call
before 5 pm. 753-7205.

28.Mob. Homeiiints
For rent Mobile homes, nice,
furnished air conditioned.
near University, located in
Mobile Home Village Phone
753-3895 or 753 3482
12x60 furnished 2 bedroom
Parkville, all electric, washer,
dryer, air conditioned Call
753-4091.
Small 2 bedroom easy to heat
trailer, in country $100 per
month No pets Couples only
753-8061 leave.phone number
hailer for rent in Hardin 43/4462
Two bedroom mobile home at
Stella central heat and air,
$150 per month plu,5 deposit
Call /539290 or after 5 pm
489-2761

HOME WORKERS
WANTED
Stuff Envelopes! We Pay 30'
each'
Information- send Stamped, SelfAddressed
-- Envelope to-Symtex Entet pt 1 e,
P. 0. Box 1501, Bloomfield, N. J.
07003
•
4
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
28. Mob. Home Rents 36. For Rent Or Lease ar Real Estate

MIR

Unfurnished 3 bedroom 2
bath double wide refrigerator,
stove and carpet. near lake
One child, no pets Call 153
0212 or 436-5479

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

30. Business Rental

ISRS

Business or office space
available for rent- or tease
Close to court square Private
customer parking Call 7534109
For rent on South 5th St., a
suite of offices, plumbing for
dental office, or can be used as
other offices. Contact L D.
Miller at 753-5595 after 5 pm

31. Want To Rent
Responsible couple with
references would like to lease
farm with option of purchase
(minimum 20 acres plus
homer. Contact 247-1229 or
554-7026. •
Respectable family wants to
rent a nice home in North
Calloway County. Call 345-2265
after 5 pm.
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Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
Fer Rent
7S3-4751I

37. Livestock-Supplies
45 Feeder pigs, 40 lb average,
$35 a head ,435-4548
Stalls tor rent at Puryear In
Call 901 247 5789
Stidham two horse trailer, good
condition Call 753-3896

38. Pets-Supplies

A A A dog grooming. 12 years
experience. $10 Call Goldie
32. Apts. For Rent . Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
AKC, German Shepherd pup
For r'ent Nice one bedroom pies
(S02) 554-2153,
apartment. Call 753-3949.
Paducah. KY
furnished apartment near Basic and Advanced dog obedowntown Murray. Call 153- dience classes and private in4109
structions Also tracking and
Furnished, one bedroom kit- protection training. All breeds
chen, living room and bath and ages from 2 months up.
Close to campus Call 753- Professional instructor, 4368142 after 5 pm
2858.
For rent One bedroom garden Doberman {nipples. 7 weeks
apartMent carpeted. range, old 436-5414.
refrigerator, disposer. private__ For sale- Two Afghan females.
patio Call 753-7550.
Used for breeding 435-4116.
Furnished apartment. , New Registered American Eskimo
ConCord. $80 per month Call Spitz puppies. (502) 554-2153.
436-2421atter 5 pm.
Paducah, KY.
For sale or rent New duplex inWestwood subdivision Two 41. Public Safe
bedroom, bath, large living
Having a yard sale?
room kitchen with stove and
Then pickup your free
disposal washer and dryer
yard sale signs -Ervin
hookup Call 753-5400 after 4
the Gallery of Homes
Pm .
office on Highway 641
New two bedroom duplex
N. in The Village Shoplarge_ rooms. appliances furping
Center just
nished. washer-dryer hookup in
across from the
utility - Private carport and
Boston Tea Party.
•
patio deck Call 753-9574 or
753-6513 after 330 pm
JOHN SMITH
New 2 bedroom" duplex with
carport Call 753-7549
Two bedroom apartment for
rent Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent Call 7539240 Monday through Friday.
753-7411
Two bedroom apartment.
AR01 Nti I hit ( ()c K
Available April 1st Phone 7539240.
Yard Sole
Two bedroom duplex, brand
Thursday April 3, 8
new: no pets and deposit rea.m. tit?. Pressure
quired. Call 753-9400 after 7
sproyer,
women's
Pm
clothes,
childrens
clothes. 513 South 7th
TWO bedroom apartment, Lynn
Street.
Grove. $100 per month. Call
42. Home Loans
753-7874.
Need money? $500 to
33. Rooms for Rent
$2,000,000. Any purpose.
Room for rent.. half block from Minimum appliacation fee. Call
Campus, $70 per month. Call 59-1306, Guy Hengst.
1V-8333.

'34: Houses FOF Rent

43. Real Estate

Five acre mini-farm located
less than one mile from lake
and boat launching ramp. On
blacktop road (KY 1918) two
miles north of Hamlin, KY.
Electric , and phone are
available. Can be purchased
with only a small down payment and balarite financed at
bank rates. Let U's
less
-36. For Rent Or Lease show than
you this fine building site
4 87 Acres of dark fired tobac- now. John'-C. Neubauer, Real
co. 1.54 acres of air cured Estate, 1111 Sycamore St.,
tobacco. Barn available. 489- Murray. 753.0101 or 7532116.
7531.
Furnished one bedroom on
lake Adults -only, no pets. no
sublent. Call 753-0212 or 4365459.
Three bedroom brick. city
school district, $215 per month, security deposit. Call 7531222.

A local manufacturing concern in Northwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
applications for the position of buyer.
Candidates should possess purchasing experience including knowledge of MR0 inventory and production control system. Vendor Liaison maintenance repair and milling
machinery. Degree preferred.
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
excellent salary and fringe benefits. Please
send resume and salary requirements in confidence to:
Recruiting Manager
P. 0. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Emerson Electric Company is accepting applications each day at the
plant guard 'house. Permanent jobs
are now available. Machining experience desired. Applicant must be
willing-to .work any. shift. Excellent
benefits and pay. -An equal opportunity employer.

49. Used Cars

52. Boats and Motors

.-Services Offered
53-

Pontoon boat. 24 foot. 40 hp Early Bird tune-up Special!
New four bedroom house i4 1968 Nova. 350 - 350 4 Johnson motor New pontoons $12 95 Ken's Lawnmower.
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Well planned ' automatic ,transmission. mat, Call 436-2289 after 5 pm
Canterbury
Overbey Road call 753-8696
Realtors about our VIP Referral
home Call 153- traction bars_.4 10 rear ent.
built
custom
Service...because changing
haul.
Offered
over
Services
Experienced adult will mow
53.
6000 trutersince
3903
homes is enough trauma by
$500 Call 753-8515 after 5 AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- lawns Call 753-3697
Own your home. beat interest pm•
itself, In a word ifs called ading
and
maintenance
rates and energy crisis
justment. Moving from home to
References. Guaranteed work.
PAINTING
red
new
Pinto
tires
1976
will
buy
charming
3
000
$11
home and neighborhood to
Ftexidential, Farm
Free estimates.'Call 753-8948
mileage
shape
good
as
good
and Comznermal
bedroom, Cape Cod home in
nieghbor hood_
or 753-2501 after 5- pm.
Spra). bru,s.h & roller
•E• Murray. New gas furnace. new $800 Calf 753-546-3-anytime
Alter we sell your lune, we
service.
Whatever
15 Yrs, Experience
bath, new hot water heater Want to buy Small used car in Carpentry
pride ourselves on knowing the
quality
new,
needs,
old
or
your
RALPH WORLEY
newly carpeted and decorated the 10
Need
SI 0 range
neighborhood that awaits you
Stove and refrigerator. Call automa
elsewhere...The schools, parks.
shift and air No work. Call 153-0565.
4r353
436-21-03
cars o r 10 years old anoLrio Carpet cleaning, at reasonableshopping facilities. Now for the
rates, prompt and efficient ser- Herndon's Welding, Route 6,
mesZge
Leave
dealers
please
ingenious part VIP Referral
I Save 10%. buy from owner.
vice-.- custom Carpet Care. 489- Box 154. 753-9507.
may also find a buyer for your
Lovely country home with new during the day for David at 2774.
Insulation
.blown
in
by
Sears,
present home from another ciI elect. plumb, insulation, storm 753-9694
heating
Cleaning,
free
save
on
these
high
and
Carpet
ty, then help that family adjust
windows and doors. Large kitestimates, satisfied references, cooling bills. Call Sears, 753to your-neighborhood. Sound
- chert.large family-room, living 50. Used Trucks,
familiar? It's the same thing
(--) room, utility room, 2 bedrooms 1976 30 series Chevrolet Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- 2310, for free estimates.
we do- for you someplace else.
as
we
and bath. On paved Claytown wrecker, in good condition. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Jack's Blacktop Paving and
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor- 'We'll never have a recession'as long
rd (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice with 58,000 miles Phone 821-- 753-5827.
patching. Also seal coating.
mation on.this service.
Concrete-and block work. Block Reasonable prices. Phone 753have Mildred Abernathy."
landscaping and drive. Prrced 9633.
•
garages, basernents,_ driveways,
for immediate sale at $20.000.
43. Real -Estate
43. Real Estate
To see contact - Elton Hudson, 1976 Ford truck custom, body walks, patios,a,steps, free K1e
rough, dependable. $615. 753- estimates. Charlds Barnett, 53n'1s. Lawnmower arid comLook us over before you look
498-8731.
plete auto service. Overby
6973
753 5476
around...When you're ready to
Pardons IL Thurman
Road. Shop 753-8696, home
Motorcycles
47.
buy a home, you need a lot of
Bronco,
302.
3Ford
1970
Insurance
759-1221. Fast service!
questions answered. Like what
Sportser
Davidson
1980 Harley
speed, good condition. 159Copy and Restoration
kind of financing is best?
Real Estate
Licinsed Electrician and gas inBOYDAIAl RS
motorcycle. 1978 Mark Twain 1943 after 5 pm.
Southside C
Where
are
the
schools?
Shoppstallation, heating installation
443-6513,
Days
like
new.
boat,
CARTER-STUDIO
REAL ESTATE
Explorer,
power
air,'"'
Ford
1976
ing Centers? What about the
Murray, Kentucky
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
nights 554-3252.
753-8080
tape player. Michelin • stpel
304 Main
751-8298
paperworl.that's usually involv753-4451
rAbile home anchors, roofs
1979 GS 350 Ltd. 3500 miles, belted radials, topper very
-Professional Sers
ed' Get the jump on these and
sealed,
and underpinning.
or
753Call
753-3456
With The Friendly Touch'
clean.
mint condition. Call 901-492lather questions by calling CenAluminum or fiberglass. Also
5402.
8425.
the
take
reduced,
you
Price
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors,
Call Bob's Home Improvement. patio awnings and carports.
RAILROAD AVE.
-at-753-1492. We have just this saving. Extra nice 3 bedroom. 2 750 Honda Chopper, fully 1978 GMC Series 6500 dump Home-repairs,
remodeling, con- single or double. lack Glover,
kind of information that makes bath, brick home in chopped, rigid frame, King- truck. 10 ft. Rogers bed. crete work. 753-4501. ,
Commercial building
753-1873 after 6 pm.
'
Central
heat
and
.:Gatesborough.
:four house hunting easier
queen seat, 16 inch Harley 17,500 rear end, 2-speed with
and lot, chain-link
Do
you
Blacktopping,
need a carpenter? We -Miterg11fence. 2 panelled of17 Acres of level land, Highway air, lot and a half 2 car garage wheel. 8000 miles, $1200. 5-speed transmission. 13,000 do paneling,
additions, or what driveways and small jobs a
actual miles. Excellent condifices and bath, elec
Call (703) 921-1403 with concrete drive. In $50's. 753-515 after 5 pm.
have you! All 'work guaranteed. speciality, also patching and
Realty
Associates,
grann
901-642Call
to
sell.
tion.
Priced
heat. Covered loading
itter 6 pm.
1975 Honda CR-125. good conCall 436-2516.
seal coating. 753-1537.
753-7724.
dock. Excellent lopadition, $275. Phone 153-3501: 7721.'
Ed's WorkshoplFurniture repair N & fa painting and wall paperRental property for sale Ex- .Yamaha
Van.
One
tion and pricell right at
Ford
I
have
got
a
MX-100.
21"
816,500.00.
cellent cash flow One block aluminum front wheel, friint owner. 1978 Model. E-150. V8, , and refinistungi custom wood- ing. 753-7-337 or 437-4617.
working, finish carpentry, Notice! Kimbro's Garsge is now
from MSU. $39 500 Phone air forks. Call 436-2198,
blue. 489-2177.
general
..-.'maint nance. (502) repairing all small engines on
759-4538.
CABIN IN
1979 Jeep C1-7. 2000 miles. '354-6238.
Services
48.
Auto.
THE WOODS
tillers, lawn mowers, and boat
located
in
the
175 acres
u 753-1222
Call 753-9240.
This practically brand
motors up to 40 hp. Phone
southeat part of the county. Bumper and grill guard- for Three 1914, Dodge 600 trucks.
436-5524.
Will haul driveway
new 2 bedroom cabin
Some tillable land some young 1976 GMC or Chevy -pickup, Either grain truck or spreader
is the ideal week-t-rid
timber and a large pond. On ,$41). 753-9880 after 5 pm.
white rock and Ag lime.
NEAR THE
Painting - Paper hanging. Combed. Also TD-9 Dozer, hyd.
retreat. • Completely
good road. Less than one mile -Complete 383 Mopar 4-speed blade. Call 753-6227.
Also hove washed
UNIVERSITY
mercial or residential. 25 years
furnished, beautifull
1t0M lake. Creek Priced at less changeover, $250. Power steergravel. Call 484-2372.
Extremely attractive
experience. Free estimates.
Campers
51.
than $450 per acre Can be ing changeover Ford pickup,
decorated, elec. heat
759-1987.
3 bedroom brick home
RONNIE PEA
purchased with reasonable $150. Ford heavy duty truck For sale: Three camPer school
and air cond. All this
with fireplace in living
Will haul driveway white rock
down payment and the balance heads, $50. Automatic buses, in extra good condition.
for only 810,500.
room, formal dining
and
Ag lime, also have any type
financed at . less than bank transmissions, used motors, Call 436-2421.
Electrical and \plumbing
attached
room,
of 'brown or white pea gravel.
Neubauer. Real alternators, starters, Edelbrook
rates:
John
C.
Well
or'hour.
the
job
repairs,
by
garage. Home is
753-8080
Estate, 1111 Sycamore. St.. torquer with Chevrolet 850 Hol- Got spring fever? Here's the pumps repaired. dell 474- Also do .backhoe work. Call
situated on lovely treeRoger Hudson, 753-4545 or
cure. .go camping! See us for
Murray. 753-0101 or 753- ly, $150. 759-1739.
- • ' that new camper or used unit. 2257. •
shaded lot plus extra
753-6763.
Easy living is offered in this
7531.
,
Complete line, parts. and ac- -FoL your home-care, Personallot with garden spot,
deluxe brick home in CanterTwo
new
Goodyear
Suburbanite
multiWe're sold on your house
fruit trees,and mature
.bury. Three bedrooms, 21 2
snow tires with studs, mounted cessories. Discount prices. care, housewaleftheory
is
it.
Our
sell
\supplebefore
we
&ineral
and
vitamin
94
Sales,
East
Camper
White's
Fenced
shade trees.
ROOFING
baths, has family room with
an wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
simple. We take the time to
lotal AMAll types, tree estimates.
large brick fireplace and many
backyard and outside
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet, Highway. Murray, KY. '753- ment needs, call your
corprice
it
know your house.
Coll 759-4512 days. 759way- distributer at 753-0806
extras, such as; compactor, instorage building. All
Size G 78x14. $90. Call 753- 0605.
1859 nights.
rectly, and discover it's distincafter 4 pm. .'
tercom, central vacuum, douthis for an attractive
2796:
trailers
for
Prowler
new
See
the
tive' features. Because we're
ble garage. A truely distinctive
conSears,
Sears
by
Guttering
price of-646,500. Phone
1980 - Also many good used
sold on it, it's much easier to 49. Used Cars
home at $85,000. Call Spann
Kopperud Realty, 753trailers. Arrowhead Camper tinous gutters installed per
right
buyers
and
close
find
the
1979 Bonneville and 1978 228
Realty Associates. 753-7724.
your specificptions. Call Sears Will do plumbing and heating
1222. We're bringing
the sale. Then we even save you Camaro. Both like new. Call 'Sales. Highway 80 East. 753-2310 forlfree e'stimates.
repairs and remodeling ardund
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
the 1080's home to you!
Interested in a good commertime after the sale by helping 753-6562 or 753-8666.
home. Call 753-2211 or
the
COMMERCIAL
elecplumbing,
Heating
and
cial site near the lake? We have
with time-consuming paper52.Boats and Motors
753-9600.
PROPERTY
listed seven lots zone commerwork. It's all a matter of spen- 1976 Cutlass Supreme. white 16 ft. Avenger ski boat. trailer. I trical appliance work, trailer
cial on KY.444 at the entrance
4000 square feet inWet basement? We make wet
ding our time wisely so it on white, with partial burgandy 150 Mercury outboard. Many! work. Call 753-0357. ,
to the entrace to Pine Bluff.
basements dry, work completesulated metal building
doesn't waste yours. This is just interior. 47.000 miles, extra estras, excellent condition_
The owner .says to sell these
ly guarenteed. Call or write
ALEXANDER
another reason you should call sharp. Must sell! $2800 or best $2800. Call 753-1564 between
on 11
/
2acres located on
reasonably priced lots Now!
Morgan Construction Co.,
Century 21 Loretta lobs offer. Call 153-6342.
busy highway 4 miles
SEPTIC TANK
8 and 3. ask for Bill.
John C Neubauer. Real Estate,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
Realtors today at 753-1492. 1913, Ford Torino, . with air, in
from Murray. Priced
CLEANING
1111 Sycamore St., Murray.
KY 42001, or call day or night,
We're the Neighborhood Pro- good condition. Will take best 1978 Hydro-sport 17'. trailer,
below -replacement
Vacuum cleaned from
140 Mercury motor, twin depth'
753-0101 or 153-7531_
1-442-7026.
fessionals
offer. Call 767-4052.
cost - $60's. .Phone
Residenyour driveway!
finder, live bait, well, bpilt-in
Kopperud Realty, 753Nestled in among the trees is
Jeeps, cars, and trucks gas tat*, and console steering.
tial, CoMmercial, and In- Will mow and trim yards, experienced and dependable.
1222. $60's.
the house of your dreams.
available at Government Auc- Call 43-9240.
dustrial. (Formerly Rex
1
F, •
Call 492-8556.
Large patio just outside the z
tions
rom
$22.50
and
Up.
Call
Service,
tita)
Hour
Camp).
24
jiivir
spacious family room joined by Well built house in city of MurInformation Services. Inc. on 1977 Harris flote-bote, 28 ft.,
Yard work. We haul off. HusCall
a roomy kitchen with built-in ray on large lot. Four bedrooms
how to obtain your directory. fully equipped with 1977 ONC
band and wife team. $3.50 per
753-5933
cook top and -double oven. 21/2 bathc. bacjiyard completely
753-1222
Call (312) 742-1143, extension 120 hp engine. Bari sink, and
hour each. Call 753-3423.
Call
reduced.
refrigerator. Price
Three bedrooms. 2 baths, plus fenced. Call for TRire informa2641:
436-5380.
living room and dining area. tion. • Extremely well kept 2
1973
Monte Carlo, silver with
For your private showing- let us bedroom brick house on a
OWNER FINANCING
maroon vinyl top:Extra nice in- 16' Walk through windshield
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
show you today...Call Spann 100x495 lot. 3',)miles south of
AVAILABLE
terior. Automatic with power, Fabuglas Runabout, Holsclaw
Realty Associates, 753-7724,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1116
Murray. with back yard fenced
4 bedroom, 2 bath
air, and AM-FM. Rides - tilt bed trailer with 105 hp
in. $37,900. • 1974 2
eat-in
home with large
smoothly. Call days 753-1916 Chrysler outboard. All in good
day or night.
STROUT REALTY, INC. .
bedroom, 2 baths. 12x70
kitchen, large living
or' nights 753-6331, ask for condition, $2795. New Con:
The Leeteners since 1900 tn tonere tile
mobile home with redwood
cord Grocery. 436-5353.
room and dining area.
Lisa.
notions Wein and "Gees
porch. $5,500. • Nice 3
heat.
gas
Central
FARMS-HOMES
bedroom brick house with a
Close to Murray State
BUSINESSES
12x16 outside storage that has
University and MurLAKE AND RECREATIONAL
concrete floor and is wired
PROPERTY
ray Middle School,
Located in city school district
Listings needed! Officer.
located on Sharp
$33,900. • Sales persons
Coast to Coast. Buyers hon.
Street. Owner will conAlex
Wayne
Wilson,
753-5086;
verywhere.
CatogIciR
sider financing. PricMcLeod, 753-1575; Billie
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
ed at 433,000. Phone
letet.„0
Wissmann. 753-7476; Stan
Broiler
And Save For A Handy Reference)
753-1222, Kopperud
Wilson, 753-7133; Charles Jef1912 Condemn., Id
753-0186
24-hour
for
Realty,
fery, 474=2337: Dan_ Shipley
he
Anytime
real estate service.
753-2878.
•
OWNER WILL
Hinman's Rentals
S.
st
FINANCE
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Wak
power
and
sewer,
garden,
auto,
House,
at
bedroom
Neat two
201 Walter, Street
Lynn Grove. Just
Closed All Day Wed
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
ONII
concrete tools and etc.
listed. House has famiSaturday 7:30 ti15:00
Morilla,-Friday 7:30-Noon
••
IP
ly room- with a woodPrice of
753-5703
fireplace,
burning
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT $1.25
Police
Are
802 N. 18th Street, Murray
(:overd patio, carport,
753-1621
garage, and outside
753-1441
storage. House sits on
....
i•
a nicely landscaped 1
GOLD & SILVER
acre lot. $30,000.
Murray-Calloway
WANTED
Sheriff
Phone Kopperud RealPAYING CASH!
County Hospital
for
fullty, 753-1222
CUSTOM KITCHEN
SILVER COINS
serestate
real
time
United States
CABINETS & CUSTOM
(1964 and Before)
753-5131
vice.
SILVER
WOODWORKING
Half Dollars
DOLLARS
Quarters
•CIIST011 BUILT FURNITURE
1935 and Before
45. Farms For site
Calloway County
•CUSTON BUILT KITCNEN
Dimes
CABINETS
Half Dollars
26 acres land off 94 East, one
Rescue Squad
Police
753-5940
(1965 thru 1969)
mile east of Elm Grove church.
1212 MAIN
War Nickels(1943-45)
Call 753-2446 after 5 pm.
Paying Cash for
753-6952
753-1621
For
Sale
Homes
46.
STERLING
GOLD SCRAP
SILVER
.
House for ae near College
Anything marked 10K,
elementary school. 2
and
,.
Radio Cab
14K, 18K. Broken rings,
Free
bedrooms, bath, family room,
bracelets, jewelry We buy anything markCompany
Termite Inspection
storage building. Large lot,
0
chains, watches, ed STERLING. Spoons,
aluminum siding, new cast iron,.'
CABFlies,
Roaches,
bullioh, nuggets,etc.
knives,forks, plates,tea
TAXI
Excellent condition, will
Silver Fish & Shrubs
sewer.
Qualify
Service
Wedding Bands - Dental service, candlesticks,
consider land contract for
Kelley's Termite
Gold Old Mountings. trays, trophies, jewelry.
Company
Contact Martha Stone
$30.000.
SERVICE
Watch Cases - High If it's marked Sterling
8 Pest Control
Heat Pump
between- April 7753-7908
at
School Rings - Charms, we will buy it.
' Spectori::
r
6 am.-Midnight
100S. 13th St.
11.
Sweeping_
"Chimney
muraii
etc.
Modern Skset Metal
7 Day s A Week . _
phone_ 753-5361 --,-House:ort.one .iCre:land With,
- - - - ----- - -I. Service Departniiitts.
In the fine old
apartment building. • One
tradition''
Prices subject'umbel
753-9290; "
US 68 Aurora, By
bedroom apartment, kitchen,
or 753-5352
next to Holiday Restaurant
Business 436-2731
change-up or downl
living room, bath, shop.. Call
'
492 8615 after 4 pm.
Wjr

'3qUare

,;(e];i:i09114

Dia
- s ,1-A-Service

Strout

BUYER WANTED

46. Homes ForSak

Realty

10,11,

liell
lb

OUERRY'S

Poison
753-3151 Control
Center
753-7588

C'arrier

MAGIC HAT

Ky
....,

LILEREAL ESTATE

753-3914

_
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Deaths and Funerals
Lawrence H. Heath
Dies At Hospital;
Rites Held Sudnay

Funeral Held For
Samuel M. Crowell

Mr. Buchanan Dies
Friday; Rites To
Be Here Tuesday

PANCAKE DAV - The Murray Civitan dub served approximately 600 plaes of pancakes at its annual Pancake
Day Saturday. At left, Wayne Williams serves the first
plate to Preston Barrett at 5:0S a.m. Below are Nick Horton, manager for the day, preparing sausage and bacon
and Hoyt Roberts, left, and Relmon Wilson, who manned
the large pancake griddle from 4:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Roberts was chairman of the committee along with John Emerson, Edith Carson and Wilson.

Crimianl Justice
Meeting To Be I
Held Tuesday

An open meeting for those
interested---m‘xthe issue on
The funeral for Samuel Mar-Criminal Justice: Justice or
tin Crowell of Southside
Funeral services tor
formerly of Injustice?" will be held on
Murray,
Buchanan,
Apartments,
Manor
Giles
of
renee U Heath. brother
was held Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Murray. died Friday at 7:30 Tuesday. April 1, at 7:30 p.m.
Virgil Heath of Murray, were
ChurMax
at the chapel of the
a.m. He was stricken ill at his in the Fellowship Hall of First
held Sunday at 2 pin at the
with the
Home
Funeral
chill
home in Colorado Springs, Presbyterian Church.
chapel of • the Filbeck and
The public is invited and enand
Norsworthy
and was pronounced
Jerry
Rev.
Colo.,
Cdflt1 Funeral Home. Benton,
Burpoe of- dead on arrival at a hospital couraged to attend and share
J.
R.
Rev.
the
with the Rev. Bill Gra.v
in this meeting, a church
there.
ficiating
ficiat trig.
years of age and spokesman said.
the Grace Bap79
of
Members
was
He
Burial was in the Bethlehem
Persons in the community
tist Church Choilr, directed by '.as preceded in death by his
Cemetery:
with Dwane
Mary Utterback who have shared in the study
Peelerl
Mrs.
wife,
Leland
Mr Heath, 62, Gilbertsville
of this issue have been Dr.
Buchanan, on Jan. 20, 1976.
Jones as pianist, provided the
Route 2, died Friday at
•
a retired Frank Kodman of the
Buchanan,
music.
Mr.
I.ourdes Hospital. Paducah.
Pallbearers were Noel
brick layer and contractor, Psychology Department at
He was a retired employee of
Rhodes. Bill
Pete
a member of the First Murray State; Ms. Debbie
.
was
'.Smith
Air.co Alloys, Calvert City.
Garland, Christian Church, Murray. Hoffman, a student volunteer;
Marvin
Musser,
Surviv*Ls include his wife,
Bobby Edmondson. and Alton , Born Oct. 4, 1900, in Murray. Judge Sid Easley; Dr. Fred
Mr-s. Cali-Stine Heath: one
Collins. Burial was in the Mc- he was the son of the late Mr. Kumar of the Department of
daughter, Mrs. Patsy Heath
Philosophy at Murray State;
Cuiston Cemetery.
and Mrs. Vince Buchanan.
Guess. Lexington: two sons,
include one and Dr. Adam Lanning of the
79, died Friday
Crowell,
Survivors
Mr.
Dr. Michael Heath. Oak
at 10:32 p.m. at the Intensive daughter, Mrs. Pete Department of Sociology at
Ridge, Tenn.. and Christopher
Virginia Dowling. Worth, Murray State.
Car! Unit if the MurrayYORK t AP - The
L. Heath, Lexington; one
"This was such, an imporHospital. A
one son. Robert
County
Calloway
Ill.;
travel plans of some
workday
sister, Mrs. Charlehe Dawes.
.retired farmer, he was a Buchanan, Colorado Springs, tant issue that we decided to
New York area
million
6
Paducah; three brothershave a forum in which the
member of the Blood River C.olo.; one sister, Mrs. Beulah
in the balance
hung
residents
Virgil of Murray. Joe of
Baptist Church. Born AtV 29, Drye, Louisville: two public could share and be in- today as negotiators struggled
Mayfield, and Bill of Sym1901, in Humphreys County, brothers, John Buchanan. formed" the pastor, the Rev. to reach agreement on a new
soma three grandchildren.
Albert R. A. Rabatin,said.
Tenn., he was the son of the Murray. and
contract that would keep
late William Walter Crowell Buchanan, Murray Route 3.
35,000 subway and bus
and Addle Holland Crowell.
The funeral will be held
employees from crippling the
He is survived by his wife, Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
city with a strike.
Mrs. Iola Wilson Crowell; two chapel of the Max Chure_hill
Such a walkout, the first in
daughters, Mrs. Hafford Funeral Home with -the Rev.
the nation's largest city in 14
Smith, Murray, and Mrs. Dr. David Roos offierattrig and
years, would cost the New
Orean Adams. Dexter Route David Becker, Hazel Route 2; Mrs. Oneida White as organist
York economy an estimated
I, Palestine Community, died two sons, J. W, Crosby, Texas, and soloist.
burned
house
A Panorama
the
at
p.m.
2
at
Saturday
and Thomas, Murray Route 5;
Burial will follow in the to the ground Saturday after
County
Murray-Calloway
suffering its second fire in two
sister, Mrs. Opal Smith, St. Murray City Cemetery.
Hospital. He was 66 years of Louis, Mo.; eight grandFriends may call at the days, according to a Calloway
age and his death followed an children; six great grand- funeral home.
County Fire-Rescue Squad
extended illness.
spokesman.
children.
The Calloway man was a
The spokesman said. the
Applications for the fifth anmember of the Palestine
Jack B. Kennedy residence, nual Kentucky Little Miss
United Methodist Church and
Skyline Drive, was totally Pageant to be held May 18 at
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
destroyed in a blaze following Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Free and Accepted Masons.
a Friday fire that did con- State University, are due this
Born Nov. 13, 1913. in
Mrs. Bessie Herndon of 307
siderable damage to the dwell- week, according to officials of
Calloway County, he was the
Seventh Street, Murray. ing.
North
old
year
30
Johnny Lovins,
the. sponsor, Omicron Alpha
son of the late Oscar Adams resident of 1300 Peggy Ann died today at 12:20 a.m. at the
Cause of the second fire is Chapter of the Tau Phi Lamband Biddle Flippo Adams.
Drive, Murray, died Sunday at Westvievv Nursing Home
not known, the 'spokesman da Sorority of the Woodmen of
The deceased, a veteran of 2:05 p.m. at the St. Thomas where she had been a patient
said. He added the incident the.World Society.
World War II, was a retired Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. His since 1972.
still is being inVestigated.
The winner of the pageant
farmer and construction death followed an illness of a
She was 92 years of age and
In a separate fire Saturday, will represent the Comalso
been
worker. He had
the widow of Lube Herndon. A
few months.
a barn on Van Cleve Road off monwealth of Kentucky at the
employed with the Kentucky
Kentucky 94 East was totally .National Little Miss Pageant
The Murray man was a 1967 member of the Martin's
Highway'Department.
graduate of Murray High Chapel United Methodist
destroyed by fire, the June 26 to 28 in Roanoke, Va.
Mr. Adams is survived by School and attended Murray Church. she was born Oct. 25,
spokesman said.
Applicants for the pageant
his wife, Mrs. Alma Lee State University. He was a 1887, in Calloway County to the
Owner of the barn still is must be five years of age and
Williams Adams, to whom he member of the First Baptist late Nath Vaughn and Katie
unknown to officials, the no more than nine years of age
was married on Jan. 31. 1942; Church and was associated Kelley Vaughn:.
spokesman said.
by Jurie 28, 1980, and must be a
twin daughters, Mrs. Gregory with his father. John Dewey
Mrs. Herndon is survived by
resident of Kentucky.
(Marion Jane l Wyatt, Murray Lovins, in the used car one sister, Mrs. Minnie Car. The applications should be
Route 6, and Miss Sharion business.
roll, South 10th Street. Mursent to Kentucky Little Miss
Adams, Dexter Route 1: three
Born April 27, 1949, in ray; one brother, Roy
Ky AP , USDA
Pageant, 1615 Loch Lomond
sons, Jerry, Donnie, and Paducah, he was the son of Vaughn, 309 North Seventh
Estimated receipts cattle and calveDrive, Murray,Ky.42071.
1500. slaughter steers and heifers LOD
Frankie Adams, Dexter Route John Dewey Lovins and Street. Murray; several
2 00, cows steady bulls 2 00-4 00 low..r
nieces and nephews.
slaughter calves weak to 2 00 higher
Louise Bell Lovins.
He is also survived by three
vealers untested early. feeders 2 00.1 Ot
The funeral will be held
his
S.;inizivors include
lower. choice 9754165 lb slaughter
sisters-Mrs. Hilda Jones, '-'-parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lovins, Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
steers 63 60-66 00. couple part loads
Mayfield, Mrs. Audron' 306 North Eight1},Street, Mur- chapel of the Max Churchill
67 20-67 40, good and choice 900-I.250 lb
60.00-63 50. standard and good 1050-I555
( Mary Null, Marble Hill, ray; one son, John Brian Funeral Home. Burial will
• lb 16 25-60 00, choice slaughter heifers
Mo., and Mrs. Lurlene Reiter- Lovins, Murray; his fiancee, follow • in the Elm Grove
9004115 lb 6300.66 50, good and choice
850-1000 lb 61 00-63 50. good 57006; 00
manr., Atlanta, Ga.; two Lynn Edwards, Murray; Cemetery.
utility-cows 4100-46 50. high dressing
brothers, Treamon Adams, sister, Mrs. Gerald ( Carolyn)
Friends may call at the
46 75-47 75, cutter 40 0045 00, canner
W.
C.
and
III.,
Louis.
East St.
and cutter under 800 lb 35 00-40 00.
Bobo, brother-in-law, Mr. funeral home after 6 p.m. toslaughter bulls 1.2 1200-3090 lb 52 00N.
Adams, Athens, Ga. •
Bobo, niece, Terri Leigh Bobo, day(Monday.
55 50. 2 5050-52 50. individual ,-agh
Two sisters preceded him in and nephew, Jerry Lynn Bobo.
choice 220 !b vealer 9600, choice .35-50,5
death who were Mrs. Eura all of Paducah.
lb calves 64 00-74 00, feeder steers
medium frame 1 315.500 lb 71 00.7950.
Alton in January 1979 and
The funeral will be held
500.700 lb 65 00-71 75, few large frame 1
Mrs. Genora Holland in May Tuesday at 1 -p.m. at the
785-995 lb 600062 50, medium frame 2
300-500 lb 65 00-73 00, 500-700 lb 60001979.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
69 130: large frame 2 including Holsteins
The funeral will be held Funeral Home with the Rev.
The Land Between the 375.600 lb 57 00-67 00, 600-925 lb 5000.
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Don Tassey of Nashville, Lakes Area Ministry Council 62 00. heifers medium frame 1 3120-500 lb
lb 5700.62 50, inchapel of the Blalock-Coleman Tenn., and the Rev. Dr. Bill will for the 15th year serve the 61 00-7025. 500.715
cluding 52 head string partly fattened
Funeral Home with the Rev
Whittaker of Murray of- visitors of the Lake Barkley- 585-674 lb 57 00-60 00. meditun frame 2
Fit Boston and the Rev. Juhar ficiating. Mrs. Otto Erwin will Kentucky
leisure 350-650 lb 53 00-63 00. stork cows small
Lake
and medium frame 1-2 3-8 years 41 00Warren officiating. The War- be the pianist.
facilities, according to Mrs. 4700
Hogs 800, compared to last Thursday
ren Quartet will provide the
Burial will follow in the Arthelia H. Brooks, executive
barrows and gilts 75-1 00 lower: 1-2 215Cemetery, secretary of the council.
Maplelawn
245 lb 30 75-31 05, 2210-250 lb 30 25-30 75,
Pallbearers will be James, Paducah.
Listings of Sunday (or Sab- 2-3 230-260 lb 29 25-30 25. 3 215-265 lb
sows weak to 1 00 lower. 1-2
Roy. Rudy. and Prentice
bath) morning worship ser- .26.30-29
Friends may call at the
300.350 lb 25 00-26,00; 350-400.J,b 26 00Holland,
.
Williams, Prentice
vices for local churches or 27 00, 400.500 lb 27.00-28 50. 500-63,5 lb
funeral home after 6 p.m. toand Bob _Jones. Burial will day ( Monday).
synagogues who desire to be 28 50-29 50, few to 2900. boars over 300 lb
24 50-26 00
follow in the Elm Grove
included on the 1980 Directory'
Sheep 25. untested early
Cemetery.
A
taken.
young
being
150,000
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about
Map are
There are
Friends may call at the women in the Boy Scouts of fee of $5 for the printing and
funeral home .where Masonic America. They are in the coed mailing of three copies to the
Prices of stocks of local interest at II
rites will be conducted tonight Explorer program for persons subscriber is required, and a m.
CST today furnished to The Murray
aged 14 through 20.
( Monday( at 7 p.m.
April 11 is the deadline for Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp . of Murray, receipt of these listings.
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Negotiators Struggle
To Reach Agreement On
Transportation Contract

Orean Adams Dies
Saturday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday

Second Fire In
Two Days Destroys
Panorama House

Johnny Lovins Is
Dead At Age Of 30;
Funeral Is Tuesday

Applications For
Little Miss
Pageant Due

Mrs. Herndon Dies
Here Today; Rites
To Be On Tuesday

,

Livestock Market

$200 million a day - and more
if other transit workers in the
region also walk out as has
been threatened.
On the final day of negotiations before a 12:01 a.m. Tuesday strike deadline, union officials were studying the debtMetropolitan
ridden
Transportation Authority's
first money offer.
The $210 million offer made
Sunday would -give subway
and bus employees.of the MTA
and its various subsidiaries a
10.5 percent salary increase
over 34 months in three 3.5
percent installments.
"The unions are obviously
not happy with this proposal,'-'
said Walter Gellhorn, a Columbia University professor
and chief mediator. "But they
are encouraged that at least
the stalemate has been broken
because now there is
something concrete to be considered."

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 31, 1960
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report-Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1237 Est 630 Harrows &
Gilts stead) 50 higher SOW % under AO
1136 $I 00-2 00 lower over 500 lbs uneven
steady toll 00 higher
820 50-30 00
US 1-2 330.230 lb's
12925-29 50
US 2 200-240 lbs
VS 25.2925
US 2-3240-250 lbs
US 2-4 260-280 lb.
SOWS
$23 00-24 00
US 12270-350 lbs
121 %-7 00
US 1-3 300-450 Ras
I123 00-25 00
.LIS 1 -3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lb. 1725 00-27 00 few 2600
$2000.21 00
US 2-3 300-50015a
Boers over 30911w 2600.23.00
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1976 Lincoln
ApproximarCy 49,000 miles local car loaded with
extras, extra nice

$4800:00.
1'

%.

,u,ne GM Po/
V4,0,6,

Continuous
Protection
Plan

C1110/111AL

Dwain Taylor err° t, nc.
641 South
maw maim =Env aidb‘

753-207
many

Ministry Council
To Serve Visitors

Effective throughout April,
our new 2½ -year Money Market
Certificates pay

Stock Market

The Long
Form could
save you
money on
your taxes
This year. make sure you are using the proper
tax form Even if you filed the Short Form last
year. your circumstances this year could help
you save money by filing the Long Form At'
H&R Block. we II review your tax situation to
decide which form allows you to pay the lowest
legitimate tax

WM BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
_-)
0p

9 e et

903 ARfiglA

AS p.m Vlimidays, 9-S Sui Pima 71347••
APPOINTIAMTS AVAILABLE

MSU Rodeo Teams
Not Fare Well

..
Jenco
K-Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

1644b, 17'.4a

26's. k4I
26'.• la
33‘., inc
28.1,-Ni
8Nb.9,,,a

The Murray State University rodeo team didn't fare well
•••••••••••••••••
in last weekend's rodeo, plac•
All Moil Can Fat
•
ing only four cowboys and one
•
cowgirl in the final individual
•
•
standings.
For the host Racers, Scott
Fogg was second in saddle
Bill 4
bronc riding; Todd Fogg,
Feed a Friend for
third in bareback bronc
riding, Tim Jetmore,fourth in
bull riding; and Dick Marshall
fourth in steer wrestling. Donna Diehl was second in the
with your breakfast
goat tying.
at lust Si 99
The University of Tennessee
at Martin captured the men's • 434-4DAY- FRIDAY,6 to Varn
•
ram honors while the Univer- •
•
6
'
SIRLOIN
.sity'of Missouri won the • •
• mpg=
women's title. Other team
places were not tabulated at it
4,1
°
•.. Bel-Air Center
press time.
•••••5555515••55•

•
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$400.00 Minimum Investments
Federal rV§ulations require a substantial interest penalty for..early withdrawal of certificates.

1300 Johnson BIZ.d.
Murray, Ky.

&wings &.
Loan Association

•••

